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abstract

 

A functional kinetic model is developed to describe the activation gating process of the 

 

Shaker 

 

potas-
sium channel. The modeling in this paper is constrained by measurements described in the preceding two papers,
including macroscopic ionic and gating currents and single channel ionic currents. These data were obtained
from the normally activating wild-type channel as well as a mutant channel V2, in which the leucine at position
382

 

 

 

has been mutated to a valine. Different classes of models that incorporate 

 

Shaker

 

’s symmetrical tetrameric
structure are systematically examined. Many simple gating models are clearly inadequate, but a model that can ac-
count for all of the qualitative features of the data has the channel open after its four subunits undergo three tran-
sitions in sequence, and two final transitions that reflect the concerted action of the four subunits. In this model,
which we call Scheme 3

 

1

 

2

 

9

 

, the channel can also close to several states that are not part of the activation path.
Channel opening involves a large total charge movement (10.8 e

 

0

 

), which is distributed among a large number of
small steps each with rather small charge movements (between 0.6 and 1.05 e

 

0

 

). The final two transitions are dif-
ferent from earlier steps by having slow backward rates. These steps confer a cooperative mechanism of channel
opening at 

 

Shaker

 

’s activation voltages. In the context of Scheme 3

 

1

 

2

 

9

 

, significant effects of the V2 mutation are
limited to the backward rates of the final two transitions, implying that L382 plays an important role in the confor-
mational stability of the final two states. 
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i n t r o d u c t i o n  

 

Several functional kinetic models have been proposed
that describe the activation gating process of 

 

Shaker 

 

po-
tassium channels (Schoppa et al., 1992; Tytgat and
Hess, 1992; Bezanilla et al., 1994; McCormack et al.,
1994; Zagotta et al., 1994

 

b

 

). However, these models are
fundamentally quite diverse. One of the reasons for the
differences is that no single group has attempted to
model all of the available data that reflect the activation
gating process for 

 

Shaker 

 

channels; instead, different
groups have modeled different subsets of the data. An-
other reason is that the activation process is likely to in-
volve a very large number of gating transitions (Zagotta
et al., 1994

 

a

 

), and data have not been available to con-
strain all of the transitions of appropriately compli-
cated models. 

This paper is the last in a series of three papers in
which we describe our efforts to produce a well-con-
strained functional gating model for the 

 

Shaker 

 

potas-
sium channel. The specific channel that we have stud-
ied is the 

 

Shaker

 

 29-4 channel (Iverson and Rudy, 1990),
which has been truncated at the NH

 

2 

 

terminus to re-

move rapid inactivation, and which has been expressed
in 

 

Xenopus laevis

 

 oocytes. Our strategy in the first two
papers (Schoppa and Sigworth, 1998

 

a

 

, 1998

 

b

 

) has been
to characterize in detail the electrophysiological prop-
erties of the 

 

Shaker

 

 channel, using a combination of
measurements of macroscopic ionic and gating cur-
rents and single channel currents. We have obtained
data from not only the normally activating (wild type,
WT)

 

1

 

 channel, but also from a mutant channel (V2)
having a leucine to valine mutation at position L370 in
the 

 

Shaker

 

 29-4 sequence, corresponding to L382 in the
better-known 

 

Sh

 

B sequence. Data from these channels,
taken together, have yielded starting estimates of rate
constants for several gating transitions.

Our strategy for the modeling here will be first to ex-
plore systematically several classes of gating models. All
of these models invoke the tetrameric structure of

 

Shaker

 

 channels (MacKinnon, 1991; Kavanaugh et al.,
1992; Li et al., 1994), by having many of their transi-
tions correspond to 

 

Shaker

 

’s four subunits moving one
subunit at a time, and with the subunits acting equiva-
lently. We will show that different lines of data rule out
the most simple models, leading us to our first hypothe-
sis for a gating model, which we call Scheme 2

 

1

 

2

 

9

 

. This
model has the channel open after each of 

 

Shaker

 

’s four
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subunits undergo two transitions in sequence, followed
by two additional concerted conformational changes.
Next, we compare detailed predictions of Scheme 2

 

1

 

2

 

9

 

with data, and find that it is an inadequate model. Fi-
nally, we propose a more complicated gating model,
called Scheme 3

 

1

 

2

 

9

 

, as an example of one model that
can account for all of the qualitative features of the
data. In this model, the 

 

Shaker 

 

channel opens after each
of its four subunits undergoes three transitions in se-
quence, followed by two concerted transitions.

 

m e t h o d s

 

Calculations for the Modeling 

 

For the modeling of

 

 Shaker

 

’s activation gating, we assume contin-
uous-time, discrete-state Markov models, which have performed
adequately at describing the gating processes of many other ion
channels (for example, see McManus and Magleby, 1988). For all
of the calculations, the numerical techniques described by
Colquhoun and Hawkes (1995) were used. For a gating scheme
with

 

 n 

 

states, we constructed an

 

 n 

 

by

 

 n 

 

matrix 

 

K

 

(0) of rate con-
stants at 0 mV and a matrix 

 

Q

 

 

 

of partial charges 

 

q

 

ij

 

 that reflect the
voltage dependence of the forward and backward rates of each
transition between states i and j. For a given voltage 

 

V

 

 a matrix

 

K

 

(

 

V

 

) was constructed with off-diagonal elements 

 

k

 

ij

 

(

 

V

 

) calcu-
lated from the corresponding elements in 

 

K

 

(0) and 

 

Q

 

: 

(1)

and the diagonals were subsequently computed to cause the rows
to sum to zero. The equilibrium and time-dependent state occu-
pancies were derived from the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors
of the 

 

K

 

(V)

 

 

 

matrix, which were found using standard routines
(Eispack). Computations were performed within the PowerMod
Modula-2 programming environment (Heka Electronic, Lam-
brecht, Germany) on a Macintosh Centris 650 computer. Please
note that the matrix 

 

Q

 

 is not to be confused with 

 

Q

 

, the relative
charge movement measured in gating current experiments. 

For the fitting of the macroscopic ionic and gating current
time courses, typically two sets of calculations were performed:
one to obtain the equilibrium state occupancies at the prepulse
voltage, and a second to determine the time-dependent changes
in occupancies during the test pulse. The simulations in Fig. 7, 

 

A

 

and 

 

C

 

, were done slightly differently, assuming that all of the
channels reside in the first closed state at the beginning of the
test pulse. This is a reasonable assumption since little charge has
moved in the 

 

Q-V

 

 relation at the 

 

2

 

93-mV prepulse voltage used
in these experiments. 

For ionic current relaxations, the occupancy of the open state
was multiplied by the single channel current amplitude 

 

i

 

, and the
number of channels

 

 n 

 

that we estimated to contribute to the mac-
roscopic current. Estimates of 

 

i

 

 for the current measurements
made in the absence of the external potassium were obtained di-
rectly from the amplitudes of WT and V2 single-channel currents
measured under the same ionic conditions. For the simulations
of tail currents that were measured with 14 mM K

 

1

 

 in the pipette
(see Fig. 3), no estimate of i was available, but the simulated
curves were scaled to peak at the same value as the measured tail
currents. The value for

 

 n 

 

was typically fixed to that which best fit-
ted the family of current traces from a given patch, and was kept
constant for all of the traces. However, in experiments in which
currents were measured over 

 

$

 

20 min of recording time (e.g.,
in the reactivation measurements in Fig. 10), small variations

k ij V( ) k ij 0( ) e
qijV kB⁄ T

=

 

(

 

,

 

10%) in

 

 n 

 

were introduced into the fitting to account for the
gradual run down of current.

The slow inactivation process in 

 

Shaker

 

 channels has one rapid
component (with 

 

t

 

 

 

> 

 

70 ms; Schoppa and Sigworth, 1998

 

a

 

) with
kinetics that are comparable to activation gating at some volt-
ages. Thus, in the simulations, the current time courses pre-
dicted by the activation model were multiplied by a decaying sin-
gle exponential reflecting this component. It was implicit in this
approach that slow inactivation occurs during the test pulse inde-
pendently of activation. Parameter estimates for this transition
were taken from the measured time constant and amplitude of
the fast component of slow inactivation, obtained by fitting a sum
of two exponentials to ionic currents measured during 4–8-s volt-
age pulses.

For the fitting of the gating-current time courses, the ampli-
tudes derived from the eigenvectors of 

 

K

 

(

 

V

 

) and the charge
movements were scaled by the number of channels. At the 5-kHz
filtering bandwidth at which the gating currents were usually re-
corded, we expected that any charge component decaying faster
than 

 

z

 

100 

 

m

 

s was likely to be distorted, given that the measured
step response of the recording system required a few sample in-
tervals to settle (Schoppa and Sigworth, 1998

 

a

 

). In the simula-
tions, this was accounted for by constraining the rates of the ex-
ponential relaxations: in each component with a time constant
shorter than 100 

 

m

 

s, the time constant was fixed to 100 

 

m

 

s, and
the amplitude of the component was appropriately adjusted to
maintain the correct amount of charge. 

The probability density functions fitted to the single-channel
open and closed dwell time histograms were calculated using the
methods that have been described previously (Colquhoun and
Hawkes, 1981). For the calculations of the open times, a correc-
tion was performed for missed closed events, using described
methods (Crouzy and Sigworth, 1990). 

For the simple characterization of activation time courses, we
sometimes fitted a single exponential function to simulated time
courses in the same manner as was done for the experimental
data (Schoppa and Sigworth, 1998

 

a

 

). Briefly, an exponential
function was fitted to the time course, starting at the time at
which the relaxation reached 50% of its final value. The resulting
time constant 

 

t

 

a

 

 

 

and delay 

 

d

 

a

 

 parameters have simple interpreta-
tions in the case that all transitions have negligible reverse rates.

 

Using Data Obtained from Different Patch Recordings 

 

It has been reported that 

 

Shaker 

 

channels exhibit variabilities in
gating between different patches (Zagotta et al., 1994

 

b

 

). Indeed,
in our records, WT and V2 channels displayed patch-to-patch
variabilities in several gating properties, including the voltage de-
pendences and kinetics of channel opening (Fig. 1, 

 

A

 

 and 

 

B

 

). For
both channels, the variabilities in equilibrium 

 

P

 

o

 

 and in the kinet-
ics of channel opening (as reflected in the activation time con-
stant 

 

t

 

a

 

) corresponded to a 5–10-mV voltage shift (Fig. 1 

 

C

 

). The
extent of the variabilities was larger than would be expected from
drift in the pipette voltage offset. This offset was corrected at the
beginning of each recording; it was found to change by no more
than 2–3 mV by the end of the experiment, when the offset was
reevaluated. One possible source of the variability in the macro-
scopic currents of V2 is its modal single channel behavior
(Schoppa and Sigworth, 1998

 

b

 

). The macroscopic current time
course could reflect the modal behavior if factors exist (e.g., sec-
ond messengers) that shift the properties of the entire popula-
tion of channels that contribute to the macroscopic current.

Since it was impossible to obtain all of the types of data from a
single patch recording, the patch-to-patch variabilities implied
that no single set of parameters could account for all of the data
simultaneously. To account for the variabilities, we allowed the
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rate values (at 0 mV) to differ by as much as 20% between
patches, but the charge values were the same for all the simula-
tions. This magnitude of variation accounts for the 

 

z

 

10-mV volt-
age shifts in 

 

P

 

o

 

 and 

 

t

 

a

 

 shown in Fig. 1. We considered this a satis-
factory approach since our interest in the modeling was to discrim-
inate between different fundamental mechanisms of channel
gating rather than to determine rate constants to high precision.
Most gating mechanisms could be quite easily ruled out by sim-
ple qualitative criteria or if they produced extremely poor fits of
the data (e.g., the fits of Scheme 2

 

1

 

2

 

9

 

 to the equilibrium data in
Fig. 11); allowing small variations in rate constants between
patches did not obscure our ability to differentiate models. In
fact, the number of instances that the rates differed from the val-
ues given in the appropriate tables is quite small. These are ex-
plicitly noted in the legends of Figs. 5, 10, 16, and 18. 

 

Finding Optimal Parameter Estimates 

 

For previously described gating models, parameter estimates
have typically been found by using a search algorithm that mini-
mizes the error between the fitted curves and the data. In our ini-

tial modeling attempts, we employed the simplex search algo-
rithm (Nelder and Mead, 1965; Press et al., 1992) to optimize fits,
but obtained disappointing results. One problem was a bias in
the fitting toward current traces that were larger in magnitude,
since these yielded the largest error values. A simple weighting
scheme improved things somewhat, but did not solve the prob-
lem that fits to individual traces often accounted well for certain
features of the time course but not for others. For example, good
fits of the rising phase and the final value of an ionic time course
would be obtained (since these features account for most of the
data points), but the delay would be poorly represented. The de-
lay, however, was often the more important feature of the current
for constraining models, since it reflects many more rates than
the rest of the current. 

Some attempts were made at using an appropriate error
weighting function to avoid these problems. In our experience,
however, determining the appropriate function was very tedious,
and it was more expedient to perform the fitting by simply setting
parameters manually and determining the goodness of fit by vis-
ual inspection. Our success in deriving a set of parameters with
nonautomated methods can be attributed to the availability of
good initial estimates for each of the rate constants. 

Figure 1. Patch-to-patch variabilities are appar-
ent in WT and V2 voltage dependence of Po (A)
and ionic current time courses (B). The Po-V plots
were taken from two different patches each for
WT and V2, and time courses were taken from
seven different patches. The test voltages for the
currents in B were 213 and 127 mV for WT and
V2, respectively. (C) A comparison of the ta values
at different test voltages from two WT and V2
patches shows that the variability in the current ki-
netics is well accounted for by a simple voltage
shift. 
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The complexities surrounding the weighting of the errors in
the fits, as well as the presence of variabilities between different
patch experiments, made it difficult to provide meaningful confi-
dence limits for the different parameter estimates that we give.
However, we emphasize that each of the parameter estimates in
our model is highly constrained. As we will describe below, we are
generally able to identify particular current measurements that
isolate each transition, and thus tightly constrain each of the pa-
rameters in the model. A good example of how making modest
changes in the parameters affects the fits is illustrated in Fig. 10,
C and D.

r e s u l t s

Several tenable classes of activation gating models are
illustrated in Fig. 2. Since Shaker channels have a sym-
metrical structure composed of four identical subunits
(MacKinnon et al., 1991; Kavanaugh et al., 1992; Li et
al., 1994), a credible hypothesis for a gating model is
one in which many of the transitions correspond to
Shaker’s four subunits moving one subunit at a time,
and with the subunits acting equivalently. The symme-
try can also be exploited in the modeling, since it re-
duces the number of different parameters that have to
be constrained. Having many transitions correspond to
the equivalent movement of single subunits has been a
feature of many of the published gating models for
Shaker (Schoppa et al., 1992; McCormack et al., 1994;
Zagotta et al., 1994b), and, for largely philosophical
reasons, we also favor this formulation (see also below).
Thus, in each of the models in Fig. 2, the channel
opens after each of the four subunits undergoes at least
one transition between different states that reflect the
conformation of each of the individual subunits. These

subunit states are designated S0, S1, S2, and S3, and we
will refer to transitions among these states as “subunit
transitions.” Some of the models in Fig. 2 have one or
two additional transitions that follow the subunit transi-
tions. These presumably reflect the concerted action of
the four subunits. The naming of each of the models
follows the assigned number of subunit transitions and
the number of subsequent concerted transitions. For
example, in Scheme 112, the channels open after one
set of four subunit transitions and two concerted transi-
tions. 

In each of the models, the subunit transitions occur
in sequence with each other instead of independently
since sequential subunit movement better accounts for
the long delay in the channel opening time course. Se-
quential subunit transitions also better account for the
presence of a rising phase in the “on” gating currents,
assuming that different subunit transitions have differ-
ent rates (Zagotta et al., 1994b). 

All of the models in Fig. 2 have a single open state.
Two pieces of evidence in favor of single open state
models have been presented previously by Hoshi et al.
(1994) and Zagotta et al. (1994a). The first is Shaker’s
single-exponential open dwell-time distributions, which
are best explained by a single open state. The second is
the shape of Shaker’s voltage dependence of open prob-
ability Po. The activation curve becomes increasingly
steep at low Po (see Fig. 11 B), reaching an asymptotic
steepness corresponding with the channel’s total charge
movement (Seoh et al., 1996); this property is inconsis-
tent with the existence of multiple open states with volt-
age-dependent transitions among them (Sigg and Beza-
nilla, 1997).

Our strategy for the modeling here will be to con-
sider the different models in Fig. 2 systematically, start-
ing with the most simple models and moving to more
complicated models, as they are required by the data.
The modeling will be divided into four stages, as sum-
marized here. 

Stage I. In the first stage, we point out a number of
observations that suggest that the correct activation
model is more complicated than all but three of the
classes of models shown in Fig. 2. 

Stage II. We formally model Scheme 2129, which is
an example of the class of models Scheme 212. We
first use the kinetic data at the voltage extremes out-
lined in the previous two papers to derive starting esti-
mates for the rates in the model, and then model these
same data. We find that Scheme 2129 accounts for the
kinetic details quite well. Then, as an additional test, we
model the equilibrium voltage dependence of channel
opening and charge movement relations. We find that
Scheme 2129 accounts poorly for some features of the
equilibrium data. The deviations in the fits suggest that
the correct model must have a larger total charge

Figure 2. Classes of gating models for Shaker potassium chan-
nels. For each model, each of four subunits undergoes one, two, or
three transitions between subunit states, designated by S0, S1, etc.
In some of the models, the channel undergoes one, two, or three
additional concerted transitions. The models are named by the
number of subunit transitions and additional concerted transi-
tions. For models with no concerted transitions, the channel is
taken to be open after the fourth subunit has undergone the last
subunit transition; this is indicated by the dashed line to the open
state.
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movement, which can be provided only by adding
more transitions to the scheme.

Stage III. We consider ways of adding more transi-
tions to Scheme 2129. We consider two possibilities,
one that adds a single concerted transition with a large
charge (Scheme 2139), and another that adds an addi-
tional subunit transition (Scheme 3129). Predictions of
these two models for V2’s Q-V relation indicate that
Scheme 3129 is a better solution. In this stage, we also
refit all of the kinetic and equilibrium data considered
in Stage II, to obtain a set of parameters for Scheme
3129.

Stage IV. In the last stage of the modeling, we com-
pare the behavior of Scheme 3129 with other types of
macroscopic current measurements, including kinetic
measurements at intermediate voltages. These experi-
ments act as independent tests for the robustness of
Scheme 3129.

In each of the stages of the modeling that will be de-
scribed, we consider the data obtained from the V2 mu-
tant channel simultaneously with WT data. This allows
us to characterize more precisely the functional effect
of the V2 mutation. Further, it turns out that some of
V2’s data are uniquely useful for constraining features
of the model. 

Stage I: Evidence Against Simple Models 

Several lines of evidence suggest that models that are
more simple than Scheme 212 in Fig. 2 are inade-
quate. 

Schemes 110, 111, and 112. Zagotta et al. (1994a)
used the magnitude of the delay in the activation time
course to derive a minimum estimate of the total num-
ber of gating transitions. By fitting the current to a se-
quential model with equal forward rates, these authors
estimated that the Shaker channel undergoes a mini-
mum of five transitions. We performed a similar analy-
sis on Shaker’s ionic current time courses, but with cur-
rents measured across a broader test voltage range (be-
tween 213 and 1147 mV) and, also while using a more
negative holding potential (2133 mV). More negative
holding potentials load channels into the earliest
closed states, and thus provide a more reliable estimate
of the total number of transitions. Fits of the currents at
127 mV to a sequential model with equal forward rates
yielded an average minimum estimate of seven transi-
tions (the values in three patches were six, seven, and
eight). Seven transitions were also required to account
for the ionic currents at 167 and 1147 mV (one patch
each). This lower bound of seven transitions rules out all
models in the classes of Schemes 110, 111, and 112,
which have no more than six transitions. 

Scheme 210. This model has an activating channel
undergo eight transitions. However, evidence against

Scheme 210 is provided by the estimates of the voltage
dependences of different rates (Schoppa and Sigworth,
1998a), which indicate that there are at least three
types of transitions that can be differentiated by the
magnitudes of their associated charges. Scheme 210,
however, has only two types of transitions. An assump-
tion in this argument is that all four of a given type of
subunit transition (for example, S1 → S2 in Scheme
210) have equivalent charge movements. While we
cannot rule out models that invoke “symmetry break-
ing” in the movement of charge, we prefer models that
do not require this added complexity.

Scheme 310. Evidence against Scheme 310 is pro-
vided by three observations made in the first paper
(Schoppa and Sigworth, 1998a) that suggest that the fi-
nal gating transition is qualitatively different from ear-
lier transitions, including the second to last transition. 

(a) The final transition has a forward rate (aN(0) 5
7,000 s21) that is much more rapid than the forward
rates of the transitions that precede it; this transition
contributes to a distinctly fast component in WT’s reac-
tivation time course at depolarized voltages. For inde-
pendently acting subunits, the final S2 → S3 transition
in Scheme 310 would have a forward rate similar to
three other transitions S2 → S3. They would differ by
statistical factors, but these would make the final transi-
tion the slowest of the four S2 → S3 transitions. 

(b) For independently acting subunits, Scheme 310
requires that the backward rate of the last transition bN

be 33% larger than bN-1 (reflecting the statistical fac-
tors). However, our estimate of bN(0) 5 240 s21 is con-
siderably smaller than the estimate of bN-1(0) 5 340 s21. 

(c) For independently or nonindependently acting
subunits, Scheme 310 requires that the partial charges
associated with the backward rates of the last two transi-
tions be equivalent. However, the estimates of qbN and
qbN-1 are different by a factor of two (qbN-1 5 20.30 e0

and qbN 5 20.52 e0). Assuming again that there cannot
be symmetry breaking in the partial charge estimates,
these transitions cannot arise from equivalent confor-
mational changes, as would be required in the move-
ment of S2 ← S3 in Scheme 310. 

A unique final transition is the most easily accounted
for by making the final transition be concerted, rather
than have it reflect the action of a single subunit. This
argument against Scheme 310 also applies to Schemes
110 and 210. 

Schemes 211 and 311. Finally, there is one argument
against the models Schemes 211 and 311, which each
have a single concerted transition. WT’s “off” gating
currents after large depolarizations show a rising phase
and a slow decay (Bezanilla et al., 1991; Zagotta et al.,
1994a). These features imply that the final two transi-
tions that determine the deactivation kinetics (Schoppa
and Sigworth, 1998a) have slower reverse rates than
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earlier transitions. Because the magnitudes of these
rates differ from those of earlier transitions, we suggest
that the final two transitions represent qualitatively dif-
ferent transitions. The simplest model producing this
variety of transition types has the last two transitions be
concerted ones. Models with only one concerted transi-
tion would require that the movement of one of the
four subunits (S1 ← S2 in Scheme 211, for example) be
much slower than the others. The model of Zagotta et
al. (1994b) includes this sort of symmetry breaking to
describe the slow reverse rate of the final transition in
their model, which is otherwise like Scheme 210. How-
ever, in the absence of data that indicate that there is
symmetry breaking in the rates of the final two transi-
tions, we favor a more simple interpretation of these
slow reverse rates. 

This analysis leads us to first consider models of the
class Scheme 212. If we, additionally, include transi-
tions to states that are outside of the activation path
(Hoshi et al., 1994; Schoppa and Sigworth, 1998a), the
following scheme is obtained: 

as a starting hypothesis for a gating model. 
Absent in Scheme 2129 are the transitions from

closed states in the activation path into Ci states
(Schoppa and Sigworth, 1998a). We have chosen to ig-
nore these transitions for much of our analysis because
the rates of the transitions to these states (and between
these states) are very poorly constrained, in contrast to
the other transitions in our model. We do, however,
show below that we can account for channel activation
time courses with one plausible model for these addi-
tional states. Activation time courses display a promi-
nent slow component associated with these additional
transitions into Ci states.

Stage II. Modeling Scheme 2129

Scheme 2129 has quite a large number of different pa-
rameters that must be constrained (16 for the transi-
tions in the activation path, 28 in total). To expedite
the modeling, we consider separately data that reflect
different subsets of transitions, following an approach
similar to that of Vandenburg and Bezanilla (1991) in
modeling activation gating for the squid sodium chan-
nel. In A, we model data that reflect transitions near

(scheme 2129)

the open state. In B, we model data that reflect earlier
transitions, while fixing the parameter estimates of the
transitions near the open state to those obtained in A. 

(A) Modeling kinetic data that reflect transitions near the
open state. We first consider a simplified model (Scheme
0129) 

that includes the final two transitions in the activation
path and transitions to three additional states Cf1, Cf2,
and CiN. We consider Scheme 0129 in the context of
the following data, which reflect the final transitions in
the activation path: (a) selected measurements of WT’s
and V2’s macroscopic ionic currents; (b) open and
closed dwell-time histograms derived from WT’s and
V2’s equilibrium single channel activity at depolarized

(scheme 0129)

t a b l e  i

Parameter Estimates for Scheme 0129

Partial Charge WT’s rate at 0 mV V2’s rate at 0 mV

e0 s21 s21

Starting estimates

q aN-1 5 1.1 aN-1(0) 5 ?? aN-1(0) $ 1900

q bN-1 5 20.30 bN-1(0) 5 320 bN-1(0) $ 3800

q aN 5 0.18 aN(0) 5 7000 aN(0) $ 1900

q bN 5 20.57 bN(0) 5 150 bN(0) 5 580

qc 5 0.09 c(0) 5 5 c(0) 5 15

qd 5 0.07 d(0) 5 300 d(0) 5 300

qe1 5 0.0 e1(0) 5 200 e1(0) 5 600

qf1 5 0.20 f1(0) 5 1600 f1(0) 5 1600

qe2 2 qf 2 5 0.0 e2(0) < 103 e2(0) < 103

f2(0) < 104 f2(0) < 104

Final estimates

q aN-1 5 1.1 aN-1(0) 5 7000 aN-1(0) 5 2200

q bN-1 5 20.30 bN-1(0) 5 340 bN-1(0) 5 16000

q aN 5 0.18 aN(0) 5 7000 aN(0) 5 2200

q bN 5 20.52 bN(0) 5 240 bN(0) 5 650

qc 5 0.2 c(0) 5 7 c(0) 5 17

qd 5 0.0 d(0) 5 600 d(0) 5 600

qe1 5 0.0 e1(0) 5 230 e1(0) 5 400

qf1 5 0.20 f1(0) 5 3500 f1(0) 5 3500

qe2 5 0.0 e2(0) 5 600 e2(0) 5 600

qf2 5 0.0 f2(0) 5 7000 f2(0) 5 7000
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voltages (V $ 213 mV); and (c) WT’s and V2’s voltage
dependence of equilibrium Po at depolarized voltages. 

The starting estimates for most of the rates in Scheme
0129 are those obtained in the previous two papers
assuming a simple sequential model. These are listed in
Table I. No data exist that directly constrain the forward
rate aN-1 of the second to last transition CN-1 → CN, and
we assume, for simplicity, that this rate is the same as aN

at V 5 0 mV. However, an estimate for the partial
charge qaN-1 is provided by the difference between the
estimated total charge for the final two transitions (2.2
e0) obtained from V2’s Q-V relation (Schoppa and Sig-
worth, 1998b), and the sum of the charges qbN-1, qaN,
and qbN. This gives qaN-1 5 1.1 e0 as a starting estimate. 

In the modeling, the final values for the three rates
bN-1, aN, and bN for WT (and their associated partial
charges) are constrained by the decay kinetics of WT’s

tail currents (Fig. 3 A), and also by estimates of the oc-
cupancies in the last closed state CN-1 during measure-
ments of channel reactivation (Fig. 3 B). These two sets
of time courses depend on the rate of channel closure
bN, and the rate of reopening from the last closed state,
which is determined by the ratio aN/bN-1. It turns out
that the value of aN is most constrained by the time
course of the fast component in WT’s reactivating cur-
rent. (WT’s reactivation time courses were not mod-
eled in this section, as this would require information
about early gating transitions.) The value of qaN-1 is
most constrained by the voltage dependence of the
slowest component of V2’s closed dwell-time distribu-
tions at its activation voltages (Fig. 4 B), as well as the
steepness of V2’s Po-V relation (Fig. 5 B), which reflects
the total charge for the final two transitions. 

For V2, the four rates aN-1, bN-1, aN, and bN are con-

Figure 3. Fits of Scheme 0129
to selected WT and V2 macro-
scopic ionic current time courses
that reflect the final transitions.
For WT, these include (A) tail
currents at voltages between 293
and 2193 mV (patch w448), and
(B) time-dependent occupancies
in the last closed state in the acti-
vation path CN-1, derived from re-
activation time courses. Occupan-
cies in CN-1 are indicated for hy-
perpolarizations to voltages Vh 5
293, 2153, and 2193 mV as a
function of the hyperpolarization
duration th. Occupancy estimates
were derived from the amplitude
of the fast reactivation compo-
nent, as described in a previous
paper (Schoppa and Sigworth,
1998a), and reflect averages from
one to four experiments. In the
simulations of these data, we set
aN-1 5 0 during the test pulse, or,
effectively, bN-2 .. aN-1 at V #
293 mV. Scheme 0129 also ac-
counts for (C) V2’s macroscopic
ionic tail currents at voltages be-
tween 273 and 127 mV, and (D)
V2’s channel opening time
courses after a prepulse to 17 mV.
In D, the prepulse loads most
channels into the last closed
states, so that the test currents
mostly reflect the kinetics of the fi-
nal two transitions. All V2 data are
from the same patch (v329). 
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strained in the following ways: (a) bN is constrained by
V2’s tail currents (Fig. 3 C) and open times (Fig. 4 B);
(b) aN and aN-1 are constrained from the kinetics of
channel opening at large test pulses (V $ 187 mV) af-
ter depolarizing prepulses to 17 mV (Fig. 3 D); (c) the
three rates aN-1, aN, and bN-1 are constrained by the ki-
netics of channel opening at V2’s activation voltages after
large prepulses (Fig. 3 D), and also the duration of the
long closures in V2’s single channel closed dwell-time his-
tograms at these voltages (Fig. 4 B); and (d) all four rates
aN-1, bN-1, aN, and bN are constrained by the position of
V2’s Po-V relation on the voltage axis (Fig. 5 B). 

The rates for the transitions to states that are not in
the activation path for WT and V2 are constrained pri-
marily by the closed and open single channel dwell-

time histograms (Fig. 4). The rates for ON ↔ CiN are
constrained by the z2-ms duration exponential com-
ponent in WT and V2’s closed time histograms at depo-
larized voltages (V $ 213 mV for WT and V $ 167 mV
for V2), and the rates for ON ↔ Cf1 and ON ↔ Cf2 are
constrained by the two briefer closed-time compo-
nents. Additional constraints are provided by WT and
V2’s Po-V relations at large depolarizations (Fig. 5, A
and B). The Po-V plot displays a gradual rise at V $ 213
mV for WT and at V $ 167 mV for V2, which gives a to-
tal charge (0.3 e0) for ON ↔ Cf1, and saturates at a value
near 0.9, making ON ↔ Cf2 voltage independent and
giving e2/f2 > 0.1. 

Table I shows that the final parameter estimates for
Scheme 0129 are similar to the starting estimates. The

Figure 4. Fits of Scheme 0129 to the single-channel closed and open dwell-time histograms at depolarized voltages for WT (A) and V2
(B). For each channel, the closed time histograms are shown on the left, and open times on the right. Solid curves reflect the predictions
of Scheme 0129 with the values in Table I. The dashed curves on V2’s histograms were computed with parameters that are modified from
those in Table I in the following way: bN-1(0) was set to 4,400 s21 and the value aN-1(0) 5 300 s21 was chosen to best fit the closed time histo-
grams. The solid and dashed curves are not always distinguishable. All data are from the same two patches (w265 and v433), except at
1107 mV (w266 and v344). 
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most notable difference is for V2’s bN-1, where the final
value is approximately four times larger. The starting
estimate is a lower bound, which was derived from V2’s
single channel burst duration (Fig. 11 in Schoppa and
Sigworth, 1998b), but the need for a significantly larger
value for bN-1 is illustrated in the fits of V2’s single chan-
nel dwell-time histograms in Fig. 4 B. There, in addi-
tion to curves that correspond to the final estimate, we
have superimposed dashed curves on the histograms
that reflect bN-1(0) 5 4,400 s21, a value near the starting
lower-bound estimate. This smaller estimate for bN-1

yields a short-duration closed time component with an
amplitude that is too large. The amplitude of this com-
ponent is, in part, a function of the frequency of re-
openings from the last closed state CN-1, and the dis-
crepancies in these fits arise since bN-1(0) 5 4,400 s21

yields a reopening frequency that is too large. The final
value for bN-1(0) (16,000 s21) is most strongly con-
strained by the position of V2’s Po-V relation on the
voltage axis (Fig. 5 B), which is a function of the ratio
of the rates of the last two transitions. 

(B) Modeling kinetic data that reflect S0 ↔ S1 and S1 ↔
S2. We next model kinetic data that reflect the subunit
transitions S0 ↔ S1 and S1 ↔ S2 in Scheme 2129. We
make use of the complete model while initially con-
straining the values of the rates of the final transitions
to be the same as those just assigned above. In these
simulations, the forward and backward rates of each
subunit undergoing one of the two subunit transitions
are each scaled by a statistical factor that reflects the

number of available subunits. For example, for the very
first subunit undergoing S0 ↔ S1, the forward rate is a1

multiplied by four, and the backward rate is just b1.
Thus, our initial assumption in the modeling is that the
four Shaker subunits gate independently of each other,
since this is the simplest model. Subunit–subunit inter-
actions are included later as required by the data. 

The parameter estimates for S0 ↔ S1 and S1 ↔ S2 are
constrained by (a) WT’s and V2’s macroscopic ionic
and gating currents at depolarized voltages; (b) WT’s
and V2’s gating currents at hyperpolarized voltages;
and (c) WT’s and V2’s reactivation time courses. The
starting and final estimates for the parameters are
given in Table II. 

Derivation of starting estimates of the rates for S0 ↔ S1 and
S1 ↔ S2.  We use as starting estimates for the rates a1

and b1 of the first subunit transition S0 ↔ S1 the as-
signed values a1 and b1 for the very first transition in a
sequential model, as derived in the previous two pa-
pers; that is, we make the very first transition be the first
of four S0 ↔ S1 transitions. This formulation is the sim-
plest, but it is also favored by an apparent paradox that
arises when one compares the kinetic description of
the first transition with equilibrium data that corre-
spond to the earliest transitions. The a1 and b1 esti-
mates derived from ionic and gating current time
courses give a charge estimate of z1 5 0.9 e0, and a mid-
point voltage (V1/2) for the first transition of 253 mV.
However, from the equilibrium q-V relation for WT
(Fig. 6), the first 0.9 e0 of charge that moves in activa-

Figure 5. Fits of Scheme 0129 to the equilib-
rium Po at depolarized voltages for WT (A) and
V2 (B). For V2, we have fitted Po-V relations ob-
tained from current measurements made in two
patches (v096 and v142). For WT, we have fitted
the mean Po-V relation, since its complete Po-V re-
lation was constructed using observations that
were made in more than one patch (Schoppa and
Sigworth, 1998a). In fitting WT’s Po-V relation, we
are here only interested in the shape of the Po-V
relation at depolarized voltages, but needed to
add several early transitions to Scheme 0129 to
approximate Po at lower voltages. The model used
was

in which we have added one set of four subunit transitions to Scheme 0129. For the modified model, the charge associated with S0 ↔ S1

was set at 2.55 e0 and its midpoint voltage was 253 mV. The simulations for V2 reflect Scheme 0129, but the values for bN-1(0) varied slightly
from those in Table I; for the two patches, bN-1(0) was 17,000 and 14,000 s21.
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tion occurs at much more negative voltages, below 280
mV. A general way that a transition with a given mid-
point voltage can contribute to charge movement at
more negative voltages is if the first transition is one of
several like transitions with similar midpoint voltages;
the charge movement at the most negative voltages
would then reflect the sum of the charge associated
with several transitions. Fig. 6 illustrates simulations in
which we assume that the first transition is one of four
S0 ↔ S1 transitions, and have fixed the charge and the
midpoint voltage of S0 ↔ S1 to that derived from the ki-
netics. The curve for four transitions (p 5 4) accounts
quite well for the magnitude of the charge movement
at voltages below 290 mV. Models with fewer than four
subunits yield charge magnitudes that are too small. 

Our starting estimate of the forward rate a2 for the
second subunit transition S1 ↔ S2 is the forward rate ap,
derived in the context of a sequential model (Schoppa
and Sigworth, 1998a). This is a reasonable guess be-
cause it is the only forward rate estimate available for
an intermediate transition, but evidence in favor of this
assignment also comes from a comparison of the plots
of the voltage dependences of the activation time con-
stant ta and activation delay da (See Fig. 4 B in Schoppa
and Sigworth, 1998a). This shows that the two parame-
ters have nearly the same voltage sensitivities across the
entire voltage range between 213 and 1147 mV, with
both parameters displaying shallower voltage depen-
dences at high voltages. This behavior would be ex-
pected if the channel opening time course is deter-
mined by the movement of S0 → S1 and S1 → S2. The
more voltage-dependent transition with a forward rate
equivalent to a1 would determine the kinetics of the fi-
nal approach and the delay in the ionic current at low

depolarized voltages (V , 167 mV), while the less volt-
age-dependent transition with a forward rate ap would
determine the current time course at high voltages (V .
167 mV). 

We have assigned the starting estimate of the back-
ward rate b2 for S1 ← S2 to be bd, which reflects our esti-
mate of the “average” backward rate for many interme-
diate transitions. bd is the only rate estimate that is
available for S1 ← S2, but an argument can be made
that it is not unreasonable. The voltage dependence of
the delay in the reactivation time course requires that
there be a large number of transitions with backward
rates with very shallow voltage dependences, and hav-
ing four S1 ← S2 transitions with partial charges qbd 5
20.24 e0 helps satisfy this requirement. 

Derivation of final estimates for the forward rates a1 and
a2. For WT, a1 is the slowest forward rate at voltages
near 0 mV, and is therefore constrained by the rise of
the ionic current at these voltages (Fig. 7, A and B) and
by the decay of the on gating currents (Fig. 7 C). For
V2, a1 is also the slowest forward rate at these voltages
and is constrained by the decay of the on gating cur-

t a b l e  i i

Parameter Estimates* for S0↔S1 and S1↔S2 in Scheme 2129

Partial charge WT’s rate at 0 mV V2’s rate at 0 mV

e0 s21 s21

Starting estimates

qa1 5 0.36 a1(0) 5 1200 a1(0) 5 1270

qb1 5 20.53 b1(0) 5 150 b1(0) 5 260

qa2 5 0.17 a2(0) 5 2100 a2(0) 5 1400

qb2 5 20.24 b2(0) 5 540 b2(0) 5 540

Final estimates

qa1 5 0.40 a1(0) 5 1600 (c 5 1.3)‡ a1(0) 5 1300 (c)

qb1 5 20.40 b1(0) 5 650 (c21) b1(0) 5 650 (c21)

qa2 5 0.09 a2(0) 5 4400 a2(0) 5 3500

qb2 5 20.33 b2(0) 5 1000 b2(0) 5 1000

*For the final transitions in Scheme 2129, all parameters are equal to the
final estimates given in Table I for Scheme 0129 except for the partial
charge q aN-1 5 0.75 and V2’s rates aN-1(0) 5 3800, bN-1(0) 5 19000, and
aN(0) 5 3800. ‡The parameter c reflects a small amount of cooperative in-
teraction, which has been introduced into S0↔S1, as shown in Scheme I. Figure 6. The magnitude of the average, absolute charge move-

ment per channel at negative voltages was used to test the “n4”
scheme as a model of the first gating transitions. The solid curves
were computed from a model assuming a number p of equivalently
acting subunits, for which the charge movement q is given by

For each curve the charge z1 and midpoint voltage V1 for the transi-
tion were fixed to 0.89 and 253 mV, which are the charge and
midpoint voltage values of the very first gating transition derived
from the kinetic estimates of a1 and b1. The displayed charge val-
ues reflect the same data as in Fig. 1 in Schoppa and Sigworth
(1998a), except scaled by the estimate of the single channel
charge movement q 5 12.3 e0 reported in Schoppa et al. (1992).
The error bars are smaller than the symbols for most of the values. 
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rents. In contrast to WT, the rise of V2’s ionic current
at these voltages does not directly reflect a1.

For both WT and V2, a2 is the slowest forward rate at
very large depolarizations (V $ 167 mV), and is, there-
fore, constrained by the rising kinetics of the ionic cur-
rent time courses at these voltages (Fig. 7 A). The value
for a2 is also constrained by the shape of the peak of the
on gating currents at voltages near 0 mV (Fig. 7 C); the

peak of the gating current reflects the rates of all of
transitions that follow the first slowest transition, in-
cluding a2. Finally, both a1 and a2 are constrained by
the delay in the ionic current time courses at V $ 213
mV, since the delay reflects the sum of all of the for-
ward rates (Schoppa and Sigworth, 1998a). 

Most of the small differences in the starting and final
estimates of a1 and a2 can be understood from the ap-

Figure 7. Fits of Scheme 2129
to WT and V2’s ionic and gating
current time courses at depolar-
ized test voltages up to 1147 mV.
(A) A comparison of the mea-
sured and simulated ionic cur-
rent time courses indicate that
Scheme 2129 accounts for the
channel opening kinetics quite
well; the deviation at very large
test depolarizations (especially
prominent for V2) reflect the
contribution of channel open-
ings through a slow alternate ac-
tivation path (Ci states; Schoppa
and Sigworth, 1998a) that is not
included in the model. The hold-
ing potential was 293 mV. Data
are from patches w312 and v096.
(B) The measured/simulated
currents in A were fitted to yield
values for the activation time
constant ta (squares, bold lines)
and delay da (circles, regular lines)
using the strategy of Schoppa
and Sigworth (1998a). At V $
167 mV, the measured ta values
reflect the fast time constant ob-
tained in fits of the currents to
the sum of two exponentials. (C)
Fits of WT’s and V2’s gating cur-
rents at voltages between 213
and 147 mV (solid curves). The
requirement for cooperative in-
teraction (c . 1) for S0 ↔ S1 is il-
lustrated by the discrepancy in
the fits of WT’s on gating cur-
rents to Scheme 2129 for no in-
teraction (c 5 1; dashed curves).
Data are from patches w212 and
v219. The holding potential was
293 mV in these recordings. (D)
WT’s gating current time course
was used to place an upper limit
on the degree of cooperative in-
teraction assigned to S0 ↔ S1. For
interactions corresponding to
values of c 5 1.5 and 2.0, values
for a1(0) were first adjusted to
best account for WT’s ionic cur-
rent time courses at 213 mV
(left). The resulting predictions

for the gating currents at 213 mV on the right indicate that c $ 1.5 yields a predicted current with a peak that is too broad. To facilitate
comparison, the simulated currents for c 5 1.5 and 2.0 were scaled to peak at the same value as the current predicted by c 5 1.3. 
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proximations we used in deriving the starting estimates.
For example, the relatively small starting estimate for a1

was obtained assuming that backward rates are negligi-
ble at voltages near 0 mV; this is seen from the values in
Table II to be clearly wrong. The difference between
the starting and final estimates of a2(0) and qa2 can be
explained by the following line of reasoning: in the
modeling, values for a2(0) that are larger than the start-
ing estimates are required to yield the correct delay in
the ionic current at voltages near 0 mV; a smaller value
yields a delay that is too long. A smaller value for the
charge qa2, then, is required to prevent the model from
predicting a too-rapid channel opening time course at
large depolarizations such as 1147 mV. 

Subunit–subunit interactions in S0 → S1. While our ini-
tial assumption in the modeling is that the different
gating subunits act independently, we find that the ad-
dition of a small degree of cooperative interaction be-
tween subunits for the first forward subunit transition
S0 → S1 causes modest improvements in some of the
fits. In particular, the interaction helps provide a suffi-
ciently broad plateau phase in WT’s and V2’s on gating
current time course at voltages near 0 mV. While the
fact that a1 is smaller than a2 contributes to a plateau
phase in the predicted current (Fig. 7 C), the measured
on current is broader than can be accounted for by
Scheme 2129 in the absence of these interactions. We
introduced interaction in S0 → S1 by multiplying each
of the forward rates by a factor c raised to a power that
reflects the number of subunits that have undergone
this transition. This can be depicted in the expanded
form of as:

Positively cooperative interaction is introduced for c . 1.
Good fits of Scheme 2129 are achieved with the rela-

tively small value c 5 1.3. Indeed, our simulations of
Scheme 2129 (Fig. 7 D) show that adding more cooper-
ative interaction into S0 → S1 yields worse fits of WT’s
on gating currents. For various values of c, good fits of
WT’s channel opening time course across a broad volt-
age range can be obtained by adjusting the values for
a1(0). However, values of c $ 1.5 predict on gating cur-
rents that have a peak that is too broad.

An explicit model of Ci states. Scheme 2129 accounts for
most of the features of the ionic current time courses,
but is unable to account in detail for the kinetics of the
final approach of WT’s and V2’s channel opening time
course at voltages $167 mV (Fig. 7 A). This discrep-
ancy reflects the absence in Scheme 2129 of transitions

(scheme i)

to Ci states from closed states in the activation path,
which account for the slow upward creep in the chan-
nel opening time course at high voltages (Schoppa and
Sigworth, 1998a). The discrepancy is larger for V2 be-
cause these channels enter Ci states from closed states
more frequently than WT (Schoppa and Sigworth,
1998b). Nevertheless, good agreement is obtained be-
tween the ta values derived from the simulated currents
and those derived from fits of WT and V2’s measured
currents to the sum of two exponentials (Fig. 7 B). The
value of ta derived in this way reflects the kinetics of the
main activation path.

One plausible way of incorporating transitions into Ci

from closed states is illustrated in Fig. 8. Here we simu-
late activation time courses for a model that is equivalent
to Scheme 2129, except that we now allow the channel
to enter Ci states from the last closed state, as well as the
open state. This simple model accounts quite well for
the slow component in the activation time course, in-
cluding the much larger Ci component in V2’s activation
time course. Good fits of this modified Scheme 2129 are
obtained while the rates of the transitions in the basic
Scheme 2129 have the values indicated in Table II. It
must be emphasized that we lack data that directly con-
strain transitions to Ci from closed states; we show these
simulations of the modified Scheme 2129 mainly to em-
phasize the ability of Scheme 2129 to account correctly
for the kinetics of the main activation path. 

Derivation of final estimates for the backward rates b1 and
b2. For estimating the backward rates for the subunit
transitions, we assume for simplicity that the first back-
ward transition S0 ← S1 is affected by the same degree of
cooperative interaction as the forward transition S0 → S1,
as depicted in Scheme I. 

The backward rates b1 and b2 for WT and V2 are con-
strained by the kinetics of off gating currents at hyper-
polarized voltages (Fig. 9). The value of b1 is con-
strained by off currents induced by voltage steps be-
tween different hyperpolarized voltages (Fig. 9 A), and
both b1 and b2 are constrained by off gating currents
measured after intermediate depolarizations (Fig. 9 B).
These intermediate depolarizations preload channels
into intermediate closed states, so that the subsequent
off currents reflect the channel moving backward
through intermediate and early states. 

At some of the test voltages (e.g., at 263 mV), V2’s
gating currents display a fast component superimposed
on a slow component. The fast and slow components
provide a relatively direct way to constrain b1 and b2,
and account for the disparate values for V2’s b1 and b2

in Table II. (The difference between b1 and b2 is actually
larger than is reflected by the values in the table, due to
the cooperativity factor in S0 ← S1.)

The values of b1 and b2 are also constrained by WT’s
and V2’s reactivation time courses (Fig. 10, A and B).
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The time course of reactivation depends on the dura-
tion th of the deactivating hyperpolarization. This de-
pendence reflects the rates b1 and b2 at which the chan-
nel moves back through intermediate and early states
at the hyperpolarizing potential Vh. These reactivation
experiments are particularly important for constrain-
ing the partial charges qb1 and qb2. To illustrate the re-
quirement for small charge values, we show additional
simulations of WT’s reactivation time courses in Fig. 10
C, in which we have assigned qb1 and qb2 to be two or
three times the values listed in Table II. At the given
values of qb1 and qb2, the values for b1(0) and b2(0) were
first adjusted to yield the best fits of the reactivation
time courses after hyperpolarizations to Vh 5 2113 mV.
The predictions at Vh 5 2193 mV are then compared

with experimental data. As can be seen in Fig. 10, C and
D, larger values for qb1 and qb2 clearly make the model
perform poorly; the reactivation delay accumulates too
rapidly as th increases. The large partial charge values
yield backward rates at hyperpolarized voltages that are
too large, causing the channel to move backward too
quickly through intermediate and early states. 

Small adjustments in the parameter estimates for the final
transitions in Scheme 2129. Our strategy for constrain-
ing the parameters in Scheme 2129 has been first to
model the transitions near the open state (Scheme
0129) and subsequently to add earlier transitions while
fixing the parameters of the final transitions to be the
same as those derived in the context of Scheme 0129.
Returning to the data in Figs. 3–5 that reflect the final

Figure 8. A modified version of Scheme 2129 accounts for a slow component in the activation time course. In this model, the channel
can enter the state CiN-1 from the last closed state CN-1. 

A transition between CiN-1 and CiN is also al-
lowed. The indicated rates of the added
transitions are for 1147 mV, where the slow
component is prominent in the ionic cur-
rent. The partial charges associated with
these transitions were set to be identical to
those associated with the parallel transitions;
e.g., the charges for CN-1 ↔ CiN-1 are the
same as for ON ↔ CiN. The rates for the
other transitions in the model are nearly
identical to the rates for Scheme 2129, given
in Tables I and II. Rates for V2 are boxed.
The one exception is that the rate d for WT
had to be increased slightly (from 600 to
1,000 s21) to account for WT’s kinetics in
this patch; being the slowest “forward” rate
in the alternate path (at 1147 mV), the rate
d sets the time course of the slow compo-

nent. The amplitude of the slow component is largely set by the rate of CN-1 → CiN-1, as well as the occupancy in CN-1. Interestingly, the
model accounts for the fourfold larger amplitude of the slow component for V2 without a substantial change in CN-1 → CiN-1, suggesting
that the difference in WT’s and V2’s ionic current arises from differential occupancy in CN-1. For reference, the values of the other relevant
rate constants at 1147 mV are (s21), for WT: aN-1 5 540,000, bN-1 5 60, aN 5 19,000, bN 5 12, c 5 22, d 5 1,000; for V2: aN-1 5 290,000,
bN-1 5 3,300, aN 5 10,200, bN 5 32, c 5 54, d 5 600. 
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transitions, we obtained slightly better fits in making
some minor adjustments in the parameters of the final
transitions (described in Table II). All of the illustrated
fits in Figs. 7–10 actually reflect the adjusted parame-
ters for the final transitions.

(C) Modeling WT’s and V2’s Po-V and Q-V relations with 
Scheme 2129 

As shown by the previous simulations, Scheme 2129 ac-
counts very well for kinetic data obtained at voltage ex-
tremes. In the final part of Stage II, we consider WT’s
and V2’s voltage dependences of channel opening (Po-V)
and charge movement (Q-V).

The simulations of these equilibrium data (Fig. 11)
indicate that, without changing the values for the pa-
rameters from those listed in Table II, Scheme 2129 ac-
counts for many of the features of WT’s and V2’s Po-V
and Q-V relations. The model predicts WT’s character-
istic steep voltage dependence of channel opening, as
well as the steep component of charge in WT’s Q-V rela-
tion that has been described by Bezanilla et al. (1994).

Scheme 2129, however, accounts poorly for some of

the other features of the equilibrium data. For exam-
ple, the model significantly underestimates the steep-
ness of V2’s Q-V relation (Fig. 11 A). It is difficult to in-
terpret this discrepancy, but one explanation is that the
total gating charge in the model is too small. More di-
rect evidence that more charge is required in the
model is obtained from the predictions of the model to
the log-transformed equilibrium data (Fig. 11 B). It is
clearly apparent that Scheme 2129 underestimates the
steepness of WT’s Po curve, which reflects the total
charge. Indeed, Scheme 2129 contains a total charge
of only 7 e0, much less than the model-independent es-
timate of 13 e0 that has been obtained from measure-
ments of gating currents (Schoppa et al., 1992; Aggar-
wal and MacKinnon, 1996). 

A different test of Scheme 2129 is provided by evalu-
ating the charge movement at negative voltages (Fig.
11 B). At asymptotically negative voltages, the steepness
of the Q-V relation reflects the amount of charge associ-
ated with the first transition in the activation path; in
Scheme 2129, this is the first of four subunits undergo-
ing S0 → S1. Scheme 2129 underestimates the steep-
ness of the Q-V relations at negative voltages, which
could imply that our total charge estimate of 0.8 e0 for
S0 ↔ S1 is too small. Alternatively, if the charge move-
ment at the lowest voltages where we could measure
currents (between 2113 and 283 mV) reflects more
than the very first transition, the discrepancy is more
difficult to interpret (see below). 

Stage III: Adding Four more Transitions, Yielding 
Scheme 3129

The difference between the charge in Scheme 2129 (7
e0) and the model-independent estimate of 13 e0 ob-
tained from gating currents suggests that additional
charge must be added to the model. In this stage we
will address ways to increase the total charge.

As a starting point, consider the following two obser-
vations from the modeling that has been performed
thus far. The first is that the voltage dependences of
the forward and backward rates in Scheme 2129 are
very tightly constrained by the kinetics at depolarized
and hyperpolarized voltages; simulations like those
shown in Fig. 10 C indicate that increasing the charges
will yield poor fits of the data. Thus, the additional 6 e0

of charge must be introduced by adding more transi-
tions instead of by changing the charges on the transi-
tions in Scheme 2129. The second observation is that,
in Scheme 2129, the first and final transitions are more
tightly constrained than intermediate transitions. Data
can be identified that reflect only the very first transi-
tion (gating currents at hyperpolarized voltages) or
only the last transitions (tail currents and reactivation
time courses), but the intermediate transitions are con-
strained only by kinetic data that reflect the composite

Figure 9. Scheme 2129 accounts for WT’s and V2’s gating cur-
rents at hyperpolarized voltages. Simulations are shown for (A)
currents induced by voltage steps between 293 mV and more neg-
ative voltages (patches w249 and v240) and (B) currents induced
by step hyperpolarizations from intermediate prepulse voltages
(patches w217 and v417). In B, the duration of the prepulse was 2
and 20 ms for WT and V2, respectively. A short prepulse was used
for WT to minimize the contribution of channels in the open state
to the gating current time course. 
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properties of many transitions. Thus, we favor adding
new transitions at intermediate positions in the model. 

Distinguishing between Scheme 2139 and Scheme 3129.
We are unable to choose among all of the large num-
ber of possible ways of adding more intermediate tran-
sitions to the model, but here we will consider two of
the most simple solutions. One of these models adds
more charge by adding a single concerted transition
that carries a large charge; this is Scheme 213 in Fig. 2,
or Scheme 2139 when the transitions to states outside
of the activation path are added. The large-valenced

transition would be the third to last transition that the
channel undergoes before it opens. The other solution
adds an additional subunit transition (Scheme 3129). 

We can choose between these two possibilities on the
basis of the shape of V2’s Q-V relation. In the fits of
Scheme 2129 to V2’s Q-V relation in Fig. 11 A, the dis-
crepancies in the predicted steepness are seen to occur at
all voltages; the predicted curve is too shallow at negative
voltages as well as at intermediate voltages. Thus, the ad-
ditional charge must be introduced in a way that would
steepen the Q-V relation across a broad voltage range. 

Figure 10. Fits of Scheme 2129
to WT and V2 reactivation kinet-
ics. (A) Scheme 2129 accounts
for WT and V2’s reactivation
time courses after hyperpolariza-
tions of various amplitudes Vh

(between 253 and 2193 mV)
and duration th. Test voltages
were 137 and 167 mV for WT
and V2, respectively. All of the
displayed data come from the
same WT and V2 patch record-
ings and correspond to the fol-
lowing th values. WT: for Vh 5
2113 mV, th 5 0.5, 0.7, 1, and 2
ms; for Vh 5 2153 mV, th 5 0.1,
0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.7, and 1 ms;
for Vh 5 2193 mV, th 5 0.1, 0.2,
0.3, 0.4, and 0.6 ms. V2: for Vh 5
253 mV, th 5 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2, and 5
ms; for Vh 5 253 mV, th 5 0.1,
0.2, 0.5, 1, and 5 ms. In the simu-
lations, for WT, a1 and a2 were
each increased by 20% com-
pared with the values in Table II,
and the values for bN-1(0) and
bN(0) were 520 and 280 s21. For
V2, bN was changed to 1,100 s21.
Data are from patches w448 and
v162. (B) Scheme 2129 accounts
for the delay da in WT and V2’s
reactivation time course for dif-
ferent Vh and th. The da values
were derived from the measured
and simulated currents from A.
(C and D) WT’s reactivation time
courses were used to place con-
straints on the sizes of qb1 and qb2.
For reactivation time courses
measured after Vh 5 2193 mV,
values for qb1 and qb2 that are two
or three times as large as the val-
ues in Table II predict a reactiva-
tion delay that is too long. In D,
the three superimposed lines to
the left of the squares reflect da

values derived from simulated
currents for the qb1 and qb2 values
in Table II (the best fit) or qb1

and qb2 values that are two or three times larger. For these simulations, the values of b1(0) and b2(0) were first adjusted to achieve good fits
of WT’s reactivation time course for Vh 5 2113 mV (shown by the derived da values in D). 
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Fig. 12 A shows simulations of Scheme 2139 in which
the added transition has a valence of 3.5, the same
large valence that Bezanilla et al. (1994) assigned to the
pentultimate step in their model. The result is little
steepening of the Q-V relation at hyperpolarized volt-

ages, but excessive steepening of V2’s Q-V relation at in-
termediate voltages. It appears that the additional con-
certed transition in Scheme 2139 has too much charge.
Fig. 12 B shows that Scheme 3129, with the same
amount of added charge, qualitatively performs better.

Figure 11. Scheme 2129 ac-
counts for some but not all of the
features of WT’s and V2’s equi-
librium voltage dependence of
channel opening and charge
movement. WT and V2 plots are
shown with ordinates that are ei-
ther linear (A) or log trans-
formed (B). The discrepancies in
the fits are the largest for V2’s lin-
early plotted Q-V relation and for
WT’s log-transformed values of Po.
The model also slightly underesti-
mates the steepness of the Q-V re-
lation at the most hyperpolarized
voltages (seen in B). For the linear
plot, the values reflect mean 6
SEM from one to eight experi-
ments. The log-transformed data
reflect single patch experiments
(WT patches w158 and w249; V2
patches v206 and v240). 

Figure 12. Constraints on how to add more transitions to Scheme 2129 were provided by the shape of V2’s Q-V relation. (A) V2’s mean
Q-V relation has been superimposed (solid curve) with predictions of Scheme 2139, with the concerted transition in the third to last posi-
tion having a valence of 3.5. This model steepens the Q-V relation compared with the predictions of Scheme 2129 (dashed curve). However,
it yields a Q-V relation that is too steep at voltages near 240 mV, while remaining too shallow at hyperpolarized voltages (near 280 mV).
For the simulations, the parameter estimates for all but the large valenced transition were fixed to be the same as in Scheme 2129; the mid-
point voltage of the new transition was varied to best account for V2’s Q-V relation. (B) Scheme 3129 performs better at steepening V2’s
Q-V relation across the entire voltage range. For these simulations, the parameter values for S0 ↔ S1 and S1 ↔ S2 were those given for the
same transitions in Scheme 2129 in Table II. For S2 ↔ S3, we assigned a charge (0.88 e0) that is one-fourth of the charge (3.5 e0) as-
signed to the concerted transition in Scheme 2139 in A. Its midpoint voltage was varied to yield the best fits of the data. (C) V2’s Q-V rela-
tion was also used to obtain a rough estimate of the equilibrium constant for S2 ↔ S3. Three different simulations of Scheme 3129 are
shown for different values of a factor R (R 5 3, 1, and 0.33) that reflect the ratio of the equilibrium of S2 ↔ S3 versus that of S1 ↔ S2. In
these simulations, the charge associated with S2 ↔ S3 was assigned to be the same as that associated with S1 ↔ S2, given in Table II. 
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Having the charge distributed between four S2 ↔ S3

transitions, each with less charge, more effectively
steepens V2’s Q-V relation at both low and high volt-
ages, while not introducing a component of charge
that is too steep. 

Scheme 3129 with a minimal number of unconstrained pa-
rameters. We next assign rates for the new, larger
model Scheme 3129, which in its complete form can
be depicted as

The final parameter values for Scheme 3129 are listed
in Table III. 

Here we outline a simple strategy that accommodates
the added S2 ↔ S3 transition in Scheme 3129. Because
there are no data that directly constrain this new transi-
tion, the solution that we adopt is an approximate one
that has the same number of free parameters as in
Scheme 2129. 

Assigning a3 and b3. For S2 ↔ S3, we choose to fix the
partial charges qa3 and qb3 to be the same as qa2 and qb2,
respectively, and let a3 5 ma2 and b3 5 mb2. Making the
ratio a3/b3 to be equal to a2/b2 is a simplification that is
not unreasonable. Consider again the shape of V2’s Q-V
relation (Fig. 11 A). While Scheme 2129 underesti-
mates the steepness of V2’s Q-V relation, it is able to ac-
count for the correct position of the Q-V relation on
the voltage axis. This would suggest that the equilib-
rium of S2 ↔ S3 in Scheme 3129 must be such as not to
change the position of V2’s Q-V relation on the voltage
axis. Fig. 12 C illustrates simulations in which we have
assigned three different values for the ratio a3(0)/
b3(0). For a ratio that is similar to a2(0)/b2(0), Scheme
3129 predicts a Q-V relation that maintains the correct
position on the voltage axis, but values for a3(0)/b3(0)
that are larger or smaller by a factor of three yield pre-
dictions that are displaced to the right or the left of the
measured Q-V relation. 

A large value for m is suggested by the fact that the
simpler Scheme 2129 is able to account very well for
the kinetics of channel opening (Figs. 7 A and 8). In
principle, then, we should be able to obtain good fits to
Scheme 3129 by making the rate a3 fast, while leaving
the rates of the other transitions intact. The assigned
values for a3 and b3 in Table III correspond to the value
m 5 1.62. It should be noted that the behavior of the
model is very similar if the order of transitions is reversed,

such that S1 ↔ S2 is made the faster one, and S2 ↔ S3 the
slower. The time course of the on gating currents, how-
ever, is sensitive to the order of the transitions. If the
order is reversed, the predicted time course at voltages
just below 0 mV decays too rapidly (data not shown).

Adjustments in the final charge estimates for Scheme
3129. Next, we adjust all the parameters in the model
to take into account the addition of S2 ↔ S3. As it turns
out, the addition of this single set of rapid transitions
actually makes little difference in most of the kinetic
predictions, so that little change in the parameters is re-
quired. The largest difference between Schemes 3129
and 2129 is in the estimates of the partial charges of
the backward rates for the subunit transitions. In the
modeling, we first set the charges for S0 ↔ S1 and S1 ↔
S2 in Scheme 3129 to be the same as those of the corre-
sponding transitions in Scheme 2129 (and then made
qa3 and qb3 equal to qa2 5 0.09 e0 and qb2 5 20.33 e0, re-
spectively). However, the total gating charge for this
version of Scheme 3129 would be 8.7 e0, still substan-
tially smaller than the measured total charge of 13 e0.
Indeed, Scheme 3129 with these parameters underesti-
mates the voltage dependence of WT’s Po and underes-
timates the steepness of V2’s Q-V relation (Fig. 12 C).
To account for the charge discrepancy, we add more
total charge by introducing an increase, z20%, in the
charge associated with each of the three subunit transi-

t a b l e  i i i

Parameter Estimates for Scheme 3129

Partial charge WT’s rate at 0 mV V2’s rate at 0 mV

e0 s21 s21

For S0↔S1, S1↔S2,
and S2↔S3

qa1 5 0.47 a1(0) 5 1650
(c 5 1.3)

a1(0) 5 1450 (c)

qb1 5 20.52 b1(0) 5 450
(1/c)

b1(0) 5 450 (1/c)

qa2 5 0.08 a2(0) 5 4900 a2(0) 5 4270

qb2 5 20.52 b2(0) 5 960 b2(0) 5 960

qa3 5 0.08 a3(0) 5 7920 a3(0) 5 6980

qb3 5 20.52 b3(0) 5 1560 b3(0) 5 1560

For the transitions near
the open state

q aN-1 5 0.75 aN-1(0) 5 7000 aN-1(0) 5 3800

q bN-1 5 20.30 bN-1(0) 5 340 bN-1(0) 5 19000

q aN 5 0.18 aN(0) 5 7000 aN(0) 5 3800

q bN 5 20.52 bN(0) 5 240 bN(0) 5 650

qc 5 0.2 c(0) 5 7 c(0) 5 17

qd 5 0.0 d(0) 5 600 d(0) 5 600

qe1 5 0.0 e1(0) 5 230 e1(0) 5 400

qf1 5 0.20 f1(0) 5 3500 f1(0) 5 3500

qe2 5 0.0 e2(0) 5 600 e2(0) 5 600

qf2 5 0.0 f2(0) 5 7000 f2(0) 5 7000

The parameter c reflects a small amount of cooperative interaction, which
has been introduced into S0↔S1, as shown in Scheme I.

(scheme 3129)
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tions. Arbitrarily, we choose to add most of this charge
to the partial charges of the backward rates. To further
reduce the number of free parameters, we constrained
qb1, qb2, and qb3 to have the same values, 20.52 e0. The
final Scheme 3129 has a total charge of 10.8 e0.

Fits of Scheme 3129 to kinetics at voltage extremes and to
equilibrium data. Because the rate constants of the final
transitions are unchanged, the predictions of Scheme
3129 for the kinetic data that reflect the final two tran-
sitions (illustrated in Figs. 3–5) are essentially identical
and are not shown.

Figs. 13–16 show that Scheme 3129 also performs rea-
sonably well at accounting for the kinetic measurements
that reflect the subunit transitions. Adding one new sub-
unit transition with a fast forward rate a3 has little effect
on the predicted time courses of the ionic and on gat-
ing currents at depolarized voltages (Figs. 13 A and 14).
The effect of an added rapid transition on the predic-
tions of the off gating currents after intermediate ampli-
tude prepulses is also apparently quite small (Fig. 15 B).

The most substantial differences in the predictions of
Schemes 2129 and 3129 are for the kinetic measure-
ments at very hyperpolarized voltages. Modest discrep-
ancies are observed for the fits of Scheme 3129 to the
gating currents induced by voltage steps between differ-
ent hyperpolarized voltages (Fig. 15 A), but the discrep-

ancies are the largest for the reactivation time courses
(Fig. 16). For very negative hyperpolarizations (Vh 5
2193 mV), Scheme 3129 predicts a reactivation delay
that is too long (Fig. 16 A), and, similarly, overestimates
the rate at which the delay in the reactivation time
course accumulates with longer hyperpolarizations by
roughly a factor of four (Fig. 16 B). These discrepancies
at the most hyperpolarized Vh reflect the assigned 20%
increases in qb1 and qb2, which, given Eq. 1, yield back-
ward rates that are too large at hyperpolarized voltages. 

For the equilibrium data (Fig. 17), Scheme 3129 per-
forms considerably better than Scheme 2129 in pre-
dicting V2’s Q-V relation (Fig. 17 A) and the steepness
of WT’s activation curve at low Po (Fig. 17 B). The im-
provements can be attributed to the increase in total
gating charge in Scheme 3129. Improvements are also
seen in fits of the Q-V relation at the most hyperpolar-
ized voltages (Fig. 17 B), which reflects the small in-
crease in the total charge for S0 ↔ S1. Scheme 3129
also maintains the ability to account for WT’s charac-
teristic steep Po-V and Q-V relations across the activation
voltage ranges (Fig. 17 A). 

In summary, two of the features of the fits of Scheme
3129 emphasize that this model is an approximate so-
lution with parameters that reflect a balance between
two competing types of data. A small remaining dis-

Figure 13. Scheme 3129 accounts for WT’s and V2’s macroscopic ionic current time courses across a wide voltage range. Simulations are
shown for currents measured at depolarized voltages (A) and at intermediate voltages (B). The holding potential was 293 mV. To allow
comparison of Scheme 3129 with Scheme 2129, the simulations of activation time courses here were made while incorporating changes to
Scheme 3129 identical to those made for Scheme 2129 in Fig. 8; we have added a transition from the last closed state to the state CiN-1 (and
also the transition CiN-1 ↔ CiN). The rates for these additional transitions are those given in the legend to Fig. 8. All current traces for WT
and V2 come from the same two WT and V2 patches (w312 and v096). (C) The good fits of the ionic currents are also reflected in a com-
parison of the ta and da parameters (symbols, lines) derived from the measured/simulated currents. The ta values at high depolarized volt-
ages (V $ 167 mV) reflect the fast time constant in fits of the measured and simulated currents to the sum of two exponentials. 
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crepancy in the fits of WT’s equilibrium Po-V relation in
Fig. 17 B implies that the correct model will require
more charge than in Scheme 3129, but the discrepan-
cies in the kinetic fits at the most hyperpolarized volt-
ages (Figs. 15 and 16) imply that some of the partial
charges in the model are already too large. Neverthe-
less, the relatively good fits of the data imply that
Scheme 3129, with the assigned parameter values, is a
reasonable approximate solution.

IV. Additional Tests of Scheme 3129

In the fourth and final stage of the modeling, we con-
sider the ability of Scheme 3129 to account for several
additional types of kinetic data. In most of the experi-
ments described here, we make use of test pulses or
prepulses to intermediate voltages (between 273 and
223 mV). The fact that both forward and backward
rates are nonnegligible at intermediate voltages com-
plicates the interpretation of many of these data, but
each of the experiments functions as an independent
test of the robustness of Scheme 3129. 

(A) WT’s and V2’s macroscopic ionic and gating currents
at intermediate test voltages. Fig. 13 shows that Scheme
3129 accounts for WT’s ionic currents at intermediate
test voltages quite well, and, in particular, accounts for
WT’s characteristic slow and nonsigmoidal channel
opening time course at small depolarizations (Zagotta
et al., 1994a). Scheme 3129 also accounts for the time
course of the on gating currents at all intermediate test
voltages (Fig. 14). At 233 mV, for example, the model
predicts a plateau phase of WT and V2 currents and also
predicts a slow component in the decay of WT current
(Bezanilla et al., 1994) that is absent in the case of V2
(Schoppa and Sigworth, 1998b). The slow component is

Figure 14. Scheme 3129 ac-
counts for WT’s and V2’s on gat-
ing currents across a wide voltage
range, between 273 and 147
mV. All current traces come
from the same two WT and V2
patches (w212 and v219). Nota-
bly, at 233 mV, the model ac-
counts for a slow component that
is present in WT’s current, but
absent in V2’s current. The hold-
ing potential was 293 mV in
these recordings. 

Figure 15. Scheme 3129 accounts for WT and V2’s gating cur-
rents at most hyperpolarized voltages. Simulations are shown for
(A) currents induced by voltage steps between 293 mV and more
negative voltages, and (B) currents induced by step hyperpolariza-
tions from intermediate prepulse voltages. Data are identical to
the traces in Fig. 9. For the most negative test voltage in A (2153
mV), Scheme 3129 predicts a current that decays too rapidly, by
roughly a factor of 2. This discrepancy reflects the 20% increase in
qb1 that was introduced to help achieve a sufficiently large total gat-
ing charge (see text). 
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associated with WT’s channel opening; V2 lacks this
component because V2 fails to open at these voltages. 

(B) WT’s and V2’s channel opening time courses after vari-
ous prepulses. Test currents measured after prepulses
that preload channels into different distributions of
states emphasize the kinetics associated with various sub-
sets of transitions. We performed simulations of Scheme
3129 for an experiment in which we fixed the test pulse
voltage and varied the amplitude of the prepulse (Fig.
18). This is an experiment like that performed by Cole
and Moore (1960), who showed that changes in the
prepulse altered the delay of the squid potassium cur-
rent. Fig. 18 A shows that the model accounts quite well
for the kinetics of the rising phase of the Shaker currents,
as well as the delay for each of the different prepulses.
The good fits of the current rising phase (Fig. 18, A and
B) implies that the model correctly predicts the kinetics
of the rate-limiting step for different starting conditions.

The good fits of the delay for the different prepulses
(Fig. 18, A and C) indicate that the model correctly pre-
dicts the equilibria of the transitions that contribute to
the delay at the test-pulse voltage.

Scheme 3129 also accounted very well for a different ex-
periment, in which we measured ionic currents at a fixed
test pulse voltage and varied the duration of a prepulse (to
233 mV). These simulations are not shown. These good
fits indicate that the model accounts for the time-depen-
dent state occupancy changes during the prepulse. 

(C) WT and V2 off gating currents after prepulses. The ef-
fects of prepulses on gating currents are illustrated in
Fig. 19. In these experiments, we used a hyperpolarized
test voltage (293 mV), so that the observed currents re-
flect the backward kinetics from the set of states that
are occupied during each of the prepulses. Both the
amplitude of the prepulse (Fig. 19 A for WT and V2)
and the duration of the prepulse (Fig. 19 B for WT)

Figure 16. Scheme 3129 accounts for some but
not all of WT’s and V2’s reactivation time courses.
(A) Selected WT and V2 reactivation time courses
from Fig. 10 were fitted to Scheme 3129. Scheme
3129 accounts for the reactivation time courses
for the less negative Vh reasonably well, but fails to
account for the reactivation time courses for the
most negative Vh. In these simulations, for WT,
the values of a1, a2, and a3 were each increased by
20% compared with the values in Table III, and
the values for bN-1(0) and bN(0) were 520 s21 and
bN 5 280 s21. For V2, bN was changed to 1,100 s21.
(B) The same deviations in the fits are shown in a
comparison of the da values that were derived
from the measured and simulated currents in A.
These discrepancies reflect the 20% increases in
qb1, qb2, and qb3, used to help achieve a sufficiently
large total gating charge. 
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Figure 17. Scheme 3129 per-
forms much better than Scheme
2129 at predicting certain fea-
tures of WT’s and V2’s equilib-
rium voltage dependence of
channel opening and charge
movement, including the steep-
ness of V2’s Q-V relation and the
voltage sensitivity of WT’s Po at
low Po. As in Fig. 11, plots are
shown with ordinates that are lin-
ear (A) or log transformed (B). 

Figure 18. Fits of Scheme 3129 to WT’s and
V2’s ionic current measured after prepulses of dif-
ferent amplitude Vp. The test voltages used were
137 mV for WT and 1107 mV for V2. (A)
Scheme 3129 accounts well for the current time
courses measured for wide range of Vp values.
These simulations were made while incorporating
changes to Scheme 3129 identical to those de-
scribed for Scheme 2129 in Fig. 8; that is, we in-
clude the transition from the last closed state to
the state CiN-1 (and also the transition CiN-1 ↔
CiN). The rates for these additional transitions are
those given in the legend to Fig. 8, except that
rate of CN-1 → CiN-1 for V2 (at 1147 mV) was in-
creased from 6,700 to 8,600 s21, to account for the
relatively large amplitude of the slow activation
component observed in this patch recording.
Also, for WT, a1, a2, and a3, were each increased
by 4% compared with the values in Table III; for
V2, each were increased by 10%. Data are from
patches w139 and v148. (B and C) The good fits of
the ionic currents are also reflected in a compari-
son of the normalized ta and da parameters (sym-
bols, lines) derived from the measured/simulated
currents for different Vp. WT’s and V2’s experi-
mental ta and da values reflect the mean 6 SEM
from one to four experiments. The ta values de-
rived from V2’s measured/simulated currents re-
flect the fast time constant in fits of these currents
to the sum of two exponentials. 
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were varied. These data are complementary to the gat-
ing current experiments illustrated in Fig. 15, in which
we used a range of test voltages, but prepulses to only
two voltages. 

WT’s off gating currents after large and long pre-
pulses that open most channels are characterized by a
rising phase and slow decay kinetics, which reflects the
kinetics of channel closing (Bezanilla et al., 1994; Zag-
otta et al., 1994a). The good fits to the decay of these
currents (Fig. 19, A and B) thus corroborate the fits of
the tail currents in Fig. 3 A. The good fit to the rising
phase indicates that the model correctly accounts for
the backward kinetics of the transitions that precede
the final two transitions. 

After smaller and shorter depolarizations (e.g., after a
depolarization to 253 mV), WT’s off gating currents are
characterized by a mixture of a slowly decaying compo-
nent that reflects channels in the open state and a rap-
idly decaying component that reflects channels in earlier
states. The model correctly predicts the size of the slow
component, thus corroborating the fits of the voltage de-
pendence and kinetics of channel opening in Figs. 17 A

and 13 B. The good fits of the fast decaying component
provide additional evidence that the model correctly ac-
counts for the backward kinetics of early transitions. 

Scheme 3129 also performs well at accounting for
the kinetics of V2’s off gating currents after prepulses
(Fig. 19 A). The good fits of V2’s off currents after volt-
age steps that are below V2’s activation voltages (V ,
17 mV) indicate that Scheme 3129 accounts for the
backward kinetics away from a broad range of starting
states before the open state. The good fits of V2’s off
currents after large depolarizations that open V2 chan-
nels (e.g., 127 mV) provide further evidence that
Scheme 3129 accounts for the kinetics of V2’s transi-
tions nearest the open state. 

d i s c u s s i o n

In this paper we have developed an activation gating
model for Shaker potassium channels that can describe
a wide range of data obtained from the WT and V2
Shaker channels. In our model (for Scheme 3129), each
of Shaker’s four subunits undergo three transitions in

Figure 19. Fits of Scheme 3129 to WT’s and
V2’s off gating currents after a range of prepulses
of different amplitude Vp (A) and different dura-
tion tp (B). In B, WT’s currents were measured af-
ter different prepulses to 233 mV that ranged in
duration from 30 to 2 ms (bottom to top). The test
voltage for all recordings was 293 mV. For WT’s
currents, the model accounts for the develop-
ment of a slowly decaying off current with an in-
crease in the amplitude or duration of the
prepulse. The model also accounts for V2’s faster
off current decay kinetics. The arrow on V2’s off
current after a prepulse to 127 mV in A marks a
small inflection in the simulated current that cor-
responds to a plateau phase. Data from patches
w212 and v219 in A, and patch w217 in B. 
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sequence; the channel opens after two additional tran-
sitions that presumably reflect the concerted action of
Shaker’s four subunits: 

Rate constants (at 0 mV) are indicated for both WT
and V2 channels; the rates for V2 are delineated by
rectangles. The partial charges associated with each of
the forward and backward rates are in parentheses. 

Scheme 3129 is a very well-constrained model. The
data we have modeled included measurements made
with voltage protocols that employ prepulses that pre-
load channels into various distributions of states, which
give test current time courses that reflect different sub-
sets of transitions. We have also included data obtained
for the mutant V2 channel, which uniquely constrain
certain features of the model, such as the amount of
charge associated with the final two transitions. Starting
estimates of parameters, obtained by fitting exponen-
tials to selected current time courses, were available for
all of the transitions in Scheme 3129 except S2 ↔ S3.
The similarity in the estimates subsequently obtained
by fitting the entire model to the data supports the idea
that particular types of current measurements can con-
strain each of the parameters describing individual gat-
ing transitions. Scheme 3129 is also a robust model.
The simulations show that Scheme 3129 is able to ac-
count qualitatively for all of the features of the data
that were modeled, with only minor discrepancies (see
below). Finally, Scheme 3129 is a relatively unique
model. After the general strategy employed by Zagotta
et al. (1994b), we systematically considered models of
increasing complexity, in the process ruling out certain
classes of models, including all of the schemes shown in
Fig. 2 except Scheme 312. Our final model, Scheme
3129, is certainly not the only model that can account
for all of the data, but it is better than these other mod-
els. With a reliable functional kinetic model in hand,
we can begin to ask detailed questions about the physi-
cal basis of gating in Shaker channels. 

Properties of Scheme 3129 

In the following, we point out a number of properties
of Scheme 3129, briefly citing the data that are the
most important for constraining them. 

(A) The sum of the charges for each of the transi-

(model 3129)

tions in Scheme 3129 yields a total gating charge q 5
10.8 e0. This value for q is required to account for WT’s
voltage dependence of Po at low Po (Fig. 17 B). This es-
timate of q is somewhat smaller than the model-inde-
pendent estimate of q < 13 e0 that has been obtained
from measurements of the absolute charge movement
per channel (Schoppa et al., 1992; Aggarwal and
MacKinnon, 1996; Seoh et al., 1996) and from the volt-
age dependence of channel open probability (Zagotta
et al., 1994a; Seoh et al., 1996). Evidence from our
modeling also suggests that the total charge is likely to
be larger than 10.8 e0. Scheme 3129 slightly underesti-
mates the steepness of WT’s voltage dependence of Po

at low Po (Fig. 11 B), which could be accounted for by
adding more charge to the model.

(B) A count of the number of transitions in Scheme
3129 indicates that a channel that begins in the first
closed state undergoes 14 transitions to the open state,
and each of the transitions is associated with the move-
ment of a small amount of charge (0.6–1 e0). Small par-
tial charges are required to account for the shallow
voltage dependences of kinetic features at extreme volt-
ages (Figs. 13–16). Given the small partial charges, a
large number of transitions is required to achieve a suf-
ficiently large total gating charge. 

(C) An activating channel in Scheme 3129 undergoes
two fundamentally different types of transitions before it
opens. The first 12 transitions in Scheme 3129 corre-
spond to transitions occurring in each of Shaker’s four
subunits, while the last two transitions are distinct and are
taken to reflect the concerted movement of the four sub-
units. The presence of the subunit transitions with equiv-
alent rates allows the required large number of transi-
tions while greatly reducing the number of parameters
that need to be constrained in the modeling; the last two
transitions have kinetic properties that suggest that they
are fundamentally different from the subunit transitions.
Further tests of whether the different transitions reflect
subunit transitions or concerted transitions could use dif-
ferent types of mutant channels. Preliminary data from
tandem concatemeric constructs of WT and A2 channels
(having the L382A mutation) are consistent with the fi-
nal steps being concerted ones (Lin et al., 1994). 

(D) The rates of the second and third subunit transi-
tions (the intermediate transitions) are several times
faster than the rates for the first subunit transition, ex-
cept at very large depolarizations (V . 180 mV). Faster
forward rates for intermediate transitions help account
for the rising phase in the on gating current time
course (Fig. 14). The most direct evidence for fast in-
termediate backward rates comes from V2’s off gating
currents, which, after intermediate depolarizations, dis-
play a fast component at some test voltages (Fig. 15 B).

(E) A small cooperative interaction between subunits
(corresponding to c 5 1.3 in Scheme I) has been in-
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cluded in S0 ↔ S1 to help account for the rising phase
in the on gating currents (Fig. 7). This amount of inter-
action reflects a small deviation from independence,
especially when compared with the large interactions
(c 5 6) in the model of Tytgat and Hess (1992) pro-
posed for the mammalian Shaker (rKv1.1) channel. It
should be kept in mind that we started from the as-
sumption that subunit transitions occur independently.
In the detailed modeling, we found no compelling rea-
son to include more than a small interaction; indeed,
the inclusion of larger interactions of the form de-
picted in Scheme I yielded poor fits of gating current
time courses (Fig. 7 D).

(F) The final two transitions are associated with a
charge movement of 1.8 e0. This value is constrained by
data from the V2 channel: its Po-V relation (Fig. 5 B)
has a steepness that corresponds to z2 e0 and its q-V re-
lation displays a distinct component 2 e0 in magnitude
at depolarized voltages. 

(G) The final transitions confer functional coopera-
tivity. In Scheme 3129, the final two transitions have
backward rates (bN-1 and bN) that are much slower than
those of the preceding transitions. The specific values
for the rates are constrained by tail currents at very hy-
perpolarized voltages and by reactivation time courses
(Fig. 3). Small backward rates for the last two transi-
tions also account for the presence of a rising phase
and the slow decay of off gating currents after large,
long depolarizations (Fig. 19). 

 The most interesting implication of slow final back-
ward rates occurs at intermediate voltages. Small back-
ward rates give the last two transitions (and especially the
final transition) values for their equilibrium constants at
these voltages that are substantially larger than for ear-
lier transitions. At WT’s midpoint activation voltage
(248 mV), the equilibrium for CN-1 ↔ ON is 7.8, which
compares to values of 1, 1.6, 1.6, and 2.8 for S0 ↔ S1, S1

↔ S2, S2 ↔ S3, and CN-2 ↔ CN-1, respectively. The final
two favorable transitions drive channel opening to occur
with a steep voltage dependence (Fig. 17 A), in effect in-
ducing cooperativity in the subunit charge movements.
The same process results in WT’s slow and nonsigmoidal
kinetics of activation at intermediate voltages (Fig. 13). 

(H) Scheme 3129 also includes transitions to three
states (Cf1, Cf2, and CiN) that are not in the activation path.
These transitions account for additional closed-time com-
ponents in Shaker’s single channel behavior at large depo-
larizations (Fig. 4) and account for the shape of WT and
V2’s Po-V relation at depolarized voltages (Fig. 5). 

Discrepancies in the Predictions of Scheme 3129 

There are several discrepancies in the fits of Scheme
3129, which suggest strategies for future improvements
in the modeling. 

The most important discrepancy occurs in the fits of
the kinetic data at hyperpolarized voltages, in particu-
lar the reactivation time courses as shown in Fig. 16.
For the most negative hyperpolarizing prepulses, the
model predicts a delay in the subsequent reactivation
time course that is too long. This discrepancy indicates
that the backward rates of the early and intermediate
transitions are too large at very negative voltages; that
is, backward rates are too voltage dependent. This
arises from a compromise in the modeling. As a way to
constrain the ambiguously defined third subunit transi-
tion S2 ↔ S3, we assigned S2 ↔ S3 to have the same
charges as S1 ↔ S2, and then introduced a small in-
crease in the charges for each of the subunit transi-
tions. A better model might make the charge for S2 ↔
S3 larger than that for S1 ↔ S2. Alternatively, there
could be even more transitions than in Scheme 3129. 

A second discrepancy is in the fits of the Q-V relation at
hyperpolarized voltages. The simulations in Fig. 17 B in-
dicate that Scheme 3129 is able to account for these data
quite well, but these good fits reflect the assigned small
increase in the charge for S0 ↔ S1, which, as just de-
scribed, has detrimental effects on the fits of the kinetics.
One solution that could simultaneously account for the
Q-V relation and kinetics would be to increase the mag-
nitude of cooperative interactions in this first subunit
transition. The time course of the on gating currents re-
stricts the amount of interaction that can be conferred
on the forward rate constant, but there is more freedom
for interactions that affect the reverse rate constant. 

Two further discrepancies concern our characteriza-
tion of the transitions to states that are not in the activa-
tion path. Scheme 3129 fails to predict two discernible
rapid components that are present in the closed dwell-
time distributions at depolarized voltages (Fig. 4).
These components might be better accounted for if the
rates f1 and f2 were more disparate than the values as-
signed. The basic version of Scheme 3129, which lacks
transitions to Ci states from closed states, also fails to ac-
count for a slow component in the activation time
course at large depolarized voltages (the simulations of
activation time courses of this version of Scheme 3129
superimpose with the simulations of Scheme 2129 in
Fig. 7 A). In this paper, we have demonstrated one
plausible way of incorporating these additional transi-
tions into the scheme (Figs. 8 and 13); in the modified
model, an additional state CiN-1 can be entered from
the last closed state. However, a proper characteriza-
tion of the transitions into Ci states will require addi-
tional experimental constraints. 

Generally, to obtain a better kinetic model that can
account for these discrepancies in a well-constrained
way, it would be useful to model other types of data.
These would include measurements of gating current
fluctuations (Crouzy and Sigworth, 1993; Sigg et al.,
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1994), and the analysis of rapid gating events, for exam-
ple by the use of hidden Markov techniques (Venkat-
aramanan, L., R. Kuc, and F.J. Sigworth, manuscript
submitted for publication). Also, in the same way that
we have used V2 here, current measurements from
other mutant Shaker channels (Lopez et al., 1991; Mc-
Cormack et al., 1991; Papazian et al., 1991; Perozo et
al., 1994) may be used to help constrain the properties
of particular transitions in the model. 

Functional Effects of the V2 Mutation 

On the basis of the assumption that the V2 mutation
changes activation energies but not charge movements
in the various transitions (Schoppa and Sigworth, 1998b),
we have incorporated data from the V2 channel to bet-
ter constrain features of the model. The model ac-
counts well for V2 channel behavior and provides in-
sight into the functional effects of the mutation.

A comparison of WT and V2 parameters for Scheme
3129 shows that V2 has virtually no effect on the rates
of the subunit transitions. Similar forward rates ac-
count for V2’s similar channel opening time courses
(at V $ 167 mV) and on gating currents (Figs. 13 and
14). Similar reverse rates account for V2’s similar off
gating currents at hyperpolarized voltages after small
or intermediate amplitude depolarizations (Fig. 15).
Similar equilibria for the subunit transitions account
for the fact that V2 causes little voltage shift in most of
the charge in the Q-V relation (Fig. 17 A) and little volt-
age shift in the relationship between prepulse voltage
and the delay in channel opening (Fig. 18 C). For the
subunit transitions, V2’s forward rates are 15% smaller
than WT’s, which accounts for V2’s slightly slower
channel opening time course (reflected in the ta and da

values in Fig. 13 C). 
In contrast to its small effects on the subunit transi-

tions, V2 has substantial effects on the rates of the final
concerted transitions. In V2 channels, the rates aN-1,
aN, and bN, are changed 2–3-fold, while the backward
rate bN-1 of the pentultimate transition is increased 56-
fold. The large increase in bN-1 accounts for nearly all
of the qualitative differences between WT’s and V2’s
behavior, which we will outline here. 

As outlined in the previous paper (Schoppa and Sig-
worth, 1998b), two of V2’s main kinetic effects are to ac-
celerate the tail current and off gating current decay
(Figs. 3 and 19), and to slow the channel opening time
course (Fig. 7 B). An increase in bN-1 accelerates the de-
activation time course by decreasing the channel re-
opening rate. The increase in bN-1 slows V2’s channel
opening time course by a similar mechanism: a large
bN-1 decreases the rate at which an opening channel in
the last closed state precedes into the open state. One
other kinetic effect of V2 is to change the channel
opening time course at the activation voltages from

nonsigmoidal to sigmoidal. This can be understood
from the fact that the V2 mutation disrupts the func-
tionally cooperative mechanism of channel opening
that is present for the normally activating Shaker chan-
nel, as described below. 

The shift in the voltage dependence of V2’s equilib-
rium Po and a component of charge in its Q-V relation
(Fig. 17 A) both directly result from the 150-fold reduc-
tion in the equilibrium of the second to last transition.
The reduction in the voltage sensitivity of charge move-
ment (Fig. 13 A) can be explained by considering the
equilibrium constants of V2’s transitions at 248 mV
(WT’s activation midpoint voltage). The equilibrium
constants for the transitions S0 ↔ S1, S1 ↔ S2, S2 ↔ S3,
CN-2 ↔ CN-1, and CN-1 ↔ ON are 0.9, 1.4, 1.4, 0.03, and
1.6, respectively. The very small equilibrium of the sec-
ond to last transition blocks the cooperative effect that
steepens WT’s Q-V relation, causing V2’s charge move-
ment to occur across a broader voltage range. Similarly,
the reduction in the voltage sensitivity in Po can be ex-
plained by considering the equilibrium constants at
V2’s activation midpoint voltage (115 mV), which are
10, 6, 6, 0.4, and 9. At this voltage, the early transitions
are already favorable for V2; they contribute little to
the voltage dependence of Po since they do not move in
a functionally cooperative fashion as they do for WT. 

The ability of Scheme 3129 to account for all V2’s
data with effects that are essentially limited to the final
two transitions has one important mechanistic implica-
tion. It supports the idea that the last two transitions
are in some way distinct from the earlier transitions
(Schoppa and Sigworth, 1998a) and arise from differ-
ent structural changes.

Comparison of Scheme 3129 to Other Activation Gating 
Models for Shaker Channels

We next compare Scheme 3129 to other published
models that have been proposed for Shaker or Shaker-
like channels. Most of the published models fall into
the classes of models depicted in Fig. 2. These include
(a) models like Scheme 110 (Koren et al., 1990; Zag-
otta et al., 1990; Tytgat and Hess, 1992); (b) models like
Scheme 111 (Schoppa et al., 1992; McCormack et al.,
1994); and (c) a model like Scheme 210 (Zagotta et al.,
1994b). One additional model not depicted in Fig. 2
has the opening channel undergo seven sequential
transitions (Bezanilla et al., 1994). Most of the models
that have been proposed can be ruled out by the crite-
ria that were outlined in Stage I of the modeling in this
paper. With the exception of the model of Bezanilla et
al. (1994), all of the proposed models have either an
inadequate number of transitions (fewer than seven)
or an inadequate number of types of transitions that
are distinguished by their partial charges (fewer than
three).
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The most fundamental difference between Scheme
3129 and the other published models is its smaller par-
tial charges. The voltage sensitivities of the kinetic data
at voltage extremes constrain the charge movements
accompanying transitions in Scheme 3129 to the range
0.6–1.05 e0. The charge values assigned to transitions in
the other models are generally larger, ranging from 1.2
to 2.3 e0. Simulations such as those illustrated in Fig. 10
C show that such models with larger charges cannot ac-
count for kinetic data at voltage extremes. Also, because
of its smaller individual transition charges, Scheme 3129
is required to have many more gating transitions than
other models to account for the steep voltage sensitivity
of gating at intermediate voltages. Stripped of the vari-
ous closed states not in the activation pathway, the re-
sulting Scheme 312 has a total of 37 states. However,
because of the high degree of symmetry and some sim-
plifying assumptions about relationships between rate
constants, the rate constants and partial charges in the
scheme are determined by only 16 free parameters. 

In the next two sections, we compare Scheme 3129
to two of the most detailed models that have been pro-
posed for Shaker activation gating. These models were
shown to account for activation, deactivation, and gat-
ing current time courses at many voltages. 

Comparison of Scheme 3129 with the ZHA Model

The first model to be compared with Scheme 3129 is
one proposed by Zagotta et al. (1994b): 

Strictly speaking, this model belongs to the Scheme
210 class, where the configuration of all four subunits
being in the active (A)-state corresponds to the chan-
nel-open state. It has one important modification: for a
deactivating channel, the rate at which the first subunit

(model zha)

moves from the A to the R2 state is slowed by a factor
U 5 10 compared with the rates d of the other sub-
units. This property for the final transition makes
Model ZHA behave functionally more like a model of
the class of Scheme 211, with subunit independence
and a forward-biased final concerted step, than a
Scheme 210 model with subunit independence. The
values for the rates at 0 mV (in s21) and partial charges
(in parentheses, units of e0) are indicated. For the acti-
vation pathway (i.e., excluding the closed state B), this
model has nine free parameters. 

General architecture. The development of Model ZHA
was based on the same presuppositions as ours, invok-
ing a fourfold kinetic symmetry to explain the exist-
ence of a large number of transitions having similar
rates and voltage dependences, while minimizing the
number of free parameters. It differs from Scheme
3129 in that it has only two subunit transitions and
lacks the two final concerted transitions. 

Subunit transitions. For the forward rates, the largest
difference is in the partial charges of the intermediate
transitions; the charges qa2 and qa3 5 0.09 e0 in Scheme
3129 are one-third the size of qg 5 0.3 e0 in ZHA. In
Scheme 3129, small values for qa2 and qa3 are required
to account for the very shallow voltage sensitivity of
channel opening at very large depolarizations, up to
1147 mV. Zagotta et al. (1994b) modeled activation
time courses only up to 150 mV. 

For the backward rates of subunit transitions, the
rates assigned to intermediate transitions differ by a
factor of z50 (the rates b2(0) 5 960 s21 and b3(0) 5
1,560 s21 in Scheme 3129, compare with d(0) 5 20 s21

in Model ZHA). Our rationale for making the back-
ward rates rapid includes the presence of a rapid com-
ponent in V2’s off gating current. Large differences
also exist in the partial charges of the backward rates.
The ZHA values (qb 5 21.6 e0, qg 5 21.1 e0) are two to
three times larger than those in Scheme 3129 (qb1, qb2,
qb3 5 20.52 e0). Small partial charges in Scheme 3129
are required to account for the kinetics of the gating
currents and reactivation time courses measured em-
ploying extremely hyperpolarized voltages, down to
2193 mV; Zagotta et al. (1994b) considered data that
reflect the subunit transitions only down to 2100 mV.
Simulations of Model ZHA with a deactivating pulse
voltage Vh 5 2193 mV show a time course for the accu-
mulation of the reactivation delay that is 25-fold faster
than observed. It should be pointed out that Scheme
3129 still seems to have partial charges that are too
large, predicting a time course that is too rapid by a fac-
tor of four at this voltage. 

Scheme 3129 includes a small positively cooperative
interaction for the first subunit transition to help ac-
count for the on gating currents. On the other hand,
Zagotta et al. (1994b) found that a negative interaction
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among subunits helps to describe the shallow voltage
dependence in the relationship between different pre-
pulse voltages and the activation delay. Scheme 3129
accounts for this voltage dependence (Fig. 18 C)
through smaller charge movements.

Transitions near the open state. Scheme 3129 and ZHA
are similar in that they both assign reverse rates for the
final transition(s) that are slower than those in preced-
ing transitions. Slow reverse rates account for the slow
channel deactivation. ZHA accounts for the slow deacti-
vation by making the explicit channel closing rate very
slow (the rate at which the first subunit undergoes R2 ←
A). Scheme 3129 makes channel deactivation slow by
the combined action of the final two transitions, due to
a moderately slow explicit channel closing rate bN, and
a very high reopening frequency from CN-1. Evidence
that favors our two-transition explanation for the slow
channel deactivation includes the non–single-expo-
nential tail current decay time course (Schoppa and
Sigworth, 1998a), and also channel reactivation time
courses, which constrain aN to be large and bN-1 to be
small. Zagotta et al. (1994b) model both reactivation
and tail current time courses, but not those measured
at the very extreme voltages (down to 2203 mV), which
are the most important in constraining these transitions. 

The different kinetic explanations for the slow chan-
nel closing could have important physical implications.
Zagotta and co-workers (1994a, 1994b) speculate that
the rate for the first closing subunit may be slowed
compared with other subunits due to the special prop-
erties of the channel open state. For example, permeat-
ing ions bound to a site in the permeation path in the
open channel could slow channel closing (Swenson
and Armstrong, 1981; Sala and Matteson, 1991; Sha-
piro and DeCoursey, 1991; Zagotta et al., 1994a). On
the other hand, our explanation that a high reopening
rate is largely responsible for slow deactivation implies
that it is not the open channel per se that is special.
Slow deactivation may, instead, reflect the special prop-
erties of the last closed state. 

Transitions to states that are not in the activation path.
Both Scheme 3129 and Model ZHA include at least
one transition to a closed state outside the activation
path. The transition to B in ZHA corresponds to Cf1 in
our model. We find that transitions to a second closed
state Cf2 accounts for a brief component in the closed
dwell-time histograms at depolarized voltages, and also
for the fact that Po saturates at a value of 0.9 rather than
1(Fig. 5 A). After Zagotta et al., we invoke a class of in-
termediate closed states Ci to account for another
closed-time component.

In conclusion, it should be kept in mind that all ki-
netic modeling is by nature approximate. Model ZHA
is a simpler model with fewer parameters that could be
viewed as an approximation to our more detailed

Scheme 3129. It leads to different conclusions about
the number and sizes of gating charge movements, but
well describes Shaker channel behavior over the physio-
logical voltage range.

Comparison of Scheme 3129 to Model BPSS

The second model that we consider in some detail is
the model proposed by Bezanilla et al. (1994): 

In this model, the channel opens after undergoing
seven sequential transitions, with the indicated forward
and backward rates and partial charges. The rate con-
stants and partial charges represent a total of 20 free
parameters. In the discussion of the model, the authors
speculate that the first four transitions could reflect
transitions occurring in each of Shaker’s four subunits,
while the last three would be concerted transitions. We
will assume this description here. 

General architecture. Scheme 3129 has three subunit
transitions, but Model BPSS has only one such transi-
tion. The larger number of subunit transitions in
Scheme 3129 arose as a consequence of the smaller
transition charges, which, again, are constrained by the
kinetics at extreme voltages. Model BPSS includes a
number of concerted transitions, like Scheme 3129,
but their properties are quite different. 

Subunit transitions. The two models have similar for-
ward rates for the very first transition (C0 → C1 in
Model BPSS and the first subunit undergoing S0 → S1

in Scheme 3129), but otherwise there are few similari-
ties in the parameter estimates for the presumed sub-
unit transitions. The most striking difference is in the
estimates for the partial charges for the forward rates:
except for the very first subunit transition, BPSS incor-
porates much larger partial charge values (1.0 e0 in
Model BPSS vs. qa1 5 0.47 e0 and qa2, qa3 5 0.08 e0 in
Scheme 3129). As discussed above, small partial
charges for forward rates are required to account for
the macroscopic ionic current time courses at depolar-
ized voltages. Bezanilla et al. (1994) do not model the
ionic current time courses, but, in our simulations,
Model BPSS predicts time courses that deviate mark-
edly from what is observed. For example, at 1147 mV,
BPSS predicts an activation time course with a very
short delay (da 5 40 ms) compared with the observed
value da 5 250 ms. 

(model bpss)
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In Model BPSS, the assigned values of the forward
rates for the first four transitions imply that there are
positively cooperative interactions in the subunit transi-
tions; with no cooperativity, the forward rates of these
transitions in their sequential representation would be-
come progressively smaller, due to statistical factors.
For the type of interaction depicted in Scheme I, the as-
signed forward rates in BPSS correspond to an average
value c 5 2.6. Scheme 3129 also includes a positive in-
teraction in S0 → S1, but its magnitude is smaller, as re-
quired by the kinetics of the gating currents in our
measurements (Fig. 7 D). 

Transitions near the open state. BPSS includes a con-
certed transition in the second to last position in the ac-
tivation path that has a large valence. As evidence for a
large charge movement, Bezanilla et al. (1994) cite the
steep component in Shaker’s Q-V curve, and the large
gating current fluctuations that are observed at interme-
diate voltages. In contrast, we favor a model that does
not incorporate a transition with a large charge move-
ment, on two grounds. The first is that a large valence
transition is not required to account for the two proper-
ties that Bezanilla et al. (1994) cite. We and Zagotta et
al. (1994b) have shown that models lacking a large-
valence transition can account for the steep component
of charge in the Q-V relation (Fig. 17 A), if there exists
functional cooperativity in the sequence of transitions.
Further, it turns out that the large “Stage II” gating-cur-
rent variance observed by Sigg et al. (1994) at small de-
polarizations can be explained by rapidly reversible
transitions carrying small charge movements. A direct
comparison of gating-current fluctuations with the pre-
dictions of Scheme 3129, however, awaits a later study.

Secondly, we have provided some evidence against a
large-valence transition. V2’s Q-V relation (Fig. 17 A)
lacks the steeply voltage-dependent charge component
that is present in WT’s Q-V relation. In simulations, we
find that a model with a large-valence transition predicts
a steeper component of charge than that which is present
in V2’s Q-V relation (Fig. 12 A). Since V2 does not reduce
the total gating charge (Schoppa et al., 1992), we can rea-
sonably assume that V2 does not reduce the charge asso-
ciated with any single transition. Instead, we believe that
V2 reduces the steepness of the Q-V relation by altering
the equilibria of the final transitions. 

Our detailed analysis of the two transitions that pre-
cede channel opening also argues against their con-
taining a large charge movement. From V2’s behavior,
we conclude that there exists a subset of final gating
transitions associated with a combined charge of 2 e0.
Given the estimate of z0.7 e0 associated with the last
transition, the pentultimate transition can be associ-
ated with no more than 1.3 e0 of charge.

Transitions to states that are outside of the activation
path. Model BPSS includes no transitions to states out-

side of the activation path. In Scheme 3129, these tran-
sitions account for Shaker’s single channel data at depo-
larized voltages, which were not modeled by Bezanilla
et al. (1994).

Structural Correlates to Scheme 3129 

While our data provide no direct structural informa-
tion, they provide grounds for speculation about the
structural changes underlying the various transitions.
Given the recent evidence implicating the S4 trans-
membrane region as the major voltage sensor in activa-
tion gating (Yang and Horn, 1995; Yang et al., 1996;
Mannuzzu et al., 1996; Larsson et al., 1996), a reasonable
hypothesis is that the subunit transitions in Scheme
3129 correspond to the movement of S4 in each of
Shaker’s four subunits. The three subunit transitions in
Scheme 3129 involve charge movements of 0.99, 0.6,
and 0.6 e0, respectively; the main charge movement in
activation gating can therefore be pictured as occur-
ring in small steps, involving the transport of one or
less than one elementary charge at a time. In view of
the triplet repeat motif in S4, one imagines that this re-
gion undergoes displacements of three residues at a
time to produce pseudoequivalent structures while
causing the individual charge movements. These dis-
placements could arise as a stepwise secondary struc-
ture change, for example. 

The final transitions in Scheme 3129 couple the
movement of the main voltage sensors to channel
opening. The assigned slow backward rates for the final
two transitions imply that the last two conformational
states CN-1 and ON are uniquely stable. From the effects
of agents such as D2O, hyperosmotic solutions, and hy-
drostatic pressure, previous experimenters have specu-
lated that the final transitions in activation gating cor-
respond to large structural changes in the channel pro-
tein that are associated with an increase in the number
of bound water molecules (Conti et al., 1984; Alicata et
al., 1990; Schauf and Bullock, 1979; Schauf and Chu-
man, 1986; Zimmerberg et al., 1990; but see Starkus et
al., 1995). One stabilizing factor for the last two states
could, then, be water-protein interactions, if these are
favorable. 

The functional effects of the V2 mutation reported
here imply that the mutated leucine (L382 in the ShB se-
quence) is involved in stabilizing the final two states, es-
pecially the last closed state CN-1. In a previous study
from our laboratory (McCormack et al., 1993), this resi-
due was mutated to a series of different amino acids. The
rank order of the effects of the substitutions suggested
that the final states are stabilized by specific hydrophobic
interactions with the side chain of this residue. 

Original version received 3 June 1997 and accepted version received 24
November 1997.
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